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We discuss here representation and Fredholm theory for C*-algebras gen- 
erated by commuting isometries. More particularly, for n commuting isometries 
{Z’, : 1 < j Q n} on separable Hilbert space we give a representation resembling 
the well-known representation for a single isometry. Our representation permits 
an analysis of the C*-algebras GY = GZ(V, : 1 < j ~5 ~1) generated by the 
CL;}. The commutator ideal in (37 is identified precisely and, under certain 
additional hypotheses, the Fredholm operators in Ware also precisely determined. 
Finally, we obtain formulas in terms of topological data for the index of Fredholm 
operators in some interesting algebras of the type fl(Vj : I -:: j .< n). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We discuss here representation and Fredholm theory for P-algebras 
generated by commuting isometries. More particular, for n commuting isome- 
tries {Vi: 1 <j < n} on a separable Hilbert space we give a representation 
resembling the well-known representation for a single isometry [24]. Our 
representation permits an analysis of the CT-algebras It :~~ [I( 15: 1 5-j :..: n) 
generated by the {V,} in manner resembling the analysis of the P-algebra 
generated by a single isometry [13]. The commutator ideal in ct is identified 
precisely and, under certain additional hypotheses, the Fredhohn operators in ti 
are also precisely determined. Finally, we obtain formulas in terms of topological 
data for the index of Fredholm operators in some interesting algebras of the 
type @(Vj: 1 <j < n). A research announcement of these results appears 
in [6]. 
The motivation for this work came from our interest in two examples with 
some gross similarities. The first example is the known theory for the C*- 
algebra generated by multiplications by the independent variables z and zu on 
W(P), the Hardy space on the 2-torus [15, 201. A natural extension of this 
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example is of interest in the study of difference operators. The second example 
arises in connection with the study of singular integral operators on G’(T), 
the usual Lebesgue space on the circle, with generally discontinuous coefficients. 
While jump discontinuities have been discussed [26, 371 to our knowledge no 
techniques had been available to discuss other kinds of discontinuities. In 
particular, we wished to consider the C*-algebra generated by multiplications 
by z and 9) on H2( T), the Hardy space on T, where x is the independent variable 
and p is some discontinuous inner function. It should be noted that discon- 
tinuities of inner functions are always of the “rapidly oscillating type.” 
This paper is divided into 13 sections. In Section 2, we discuss various 
preliminary material, mostly known, although some of the material on Fredholm 
theory in tensor products is new. In Section 3, we give our “tensor representa- 
tion” for commuting isometries {Vj> and derive various general consequences, 
including the relation between the algebra QZ({Vj}) and the commutative 
C*-algebra generated by the commuting minimal unitary extensions of the Vj . 
In Section 4 we discuss Fredholm theory. 
Then, in Section 5, we specialize to the case of two commuting isometries 
I’, , I/; such that V,*V, - V,V,* is compact. This case includes the motivating 
examples. An index invariant K(V, , v,) is defined. In Sections 6-8 various 
possible values of K( v1 , I’J are considered and “index theorems” are established 
for Fredholm operators in 0Z(V, , V,). In Section 9, we establish some “functo- 
rial” and invariance properties of K( v, , VJ. In Section 10, we apply our results 
on pairs to 02 = a( Vj: 1 < j < n). Th en, in Section 11, we consider the “matrix 
case” @(Vi: 1 <i < n) @M,, . 
In Section 12, we discuss an application of our methods to the study of 
certain algebras containing one-parameter semigroups of isometries. Finally, 
in Section 13 we discuss some open problems. 
2. PRELIMINARY MATERIAL 
In this section, we discuss briefly various results on Fredholm theory and 
tensor products which will be used in subsequent sections. 
We consider C*-algebras 02 and g!, both with identity, and suppose that ad 
and B are faithfully represented as bounded operators on Hilbert spaces ti, @, 
respectively [21]. The full algebra of all bounded operators on 2 is denoted by 
B(X). Suppose Z is contained in CY, with Z the algebra of all compact operators 
on X. It is well known [16] that an operator A in 02 is Fredholm (i.e., A has 
closed range and ker(A), ker(A*) are both finite dimensional with ker(A) = 
{x E .P: Ax = 0)) if and only if n(A) is invertible where 7: B(Z) - B(z?)/% 
is the canonical quotient map. Moreover, v is a homotopy equivalence between 
the open set of Fredholm operators in 02 and the group of invertible elements in 
LX?/X [221. We say A is semi-Fredholm if A has closed range and at least one of 
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ker(A), ker(A*) is finite dimensional. We call ~(-4) the ~JVYZ~OZ of A. Recall that 
for AJ semi-Fredholm 
index(A) GZ dim(ker A) - dim(ker 12*) 
and index is a continuous homomorphism from the multiplicative semigroup of 
Fredholm operators in 6Y to the additive integers, Z. 
THEOREM 2.1. For ,4 in iZ to be semi-Fredholm, it is necessar-\l and sufficient 
that ~(~4) be left or right invertible in lZ/X. 
Prooj. It is known and easy to check that iz is semi-Fredholm if and only if 
there is a B in B(Y) such that V(B) r(A) = 1 or n(B) n(L!*) = 1. Assume 
x(B) rr(rl) -7 1. Representing B(X)/X faithfully in B(2), we see that v(A) 
is one to one with closed range. Hence n(A*A) is invertible on 2 with 
(x(d*_-1))-l in 01.X by the usual polynomial approximation argument. Hence 
{(?r(A”A))-’ T(A*)} 77(A) -= I 
and we are done. The case x(B) n(A*) = 1 is handled similarly. 
If Tr and 99 are abstract C*-algebras, not necessarily with identity, then 
(-I @ & will denote the completion of their algebraic tensor product 67 0 99 in 
the operator norm. This norm is obtained by choosing faithful representations 
of LZ in B(X) and B in S(s) and noting that elements of 6Y c\ g have a natural 
representation as operators on %’ @ 2. It is known that this norm is inde- 
pendent of the particular faithful representations of (2 and B which were chosen 
[38]. It follows that if v is a *-homomorphism of G?, then v @ 1 is contractive 
on cp% , 9? and so extends uniquely to a *-homomorphism of Cl! @ :%. While 
our main concern is the analysis of concrete C*-algebras of operators, we must 
also consider abstract C*-algebras such as quotient algebras and their tensor 
products. 
;\ linear map p of a P-algebra into another is said to be compZeteZy positive 
if p $? I,,, is positive for all m (here 1, denotes the identity map on the algebra 
Jf,,, of all m Y m complex matrices). Stinespring [34] has shown that a com- 
pletely positive map into B(Y) * is of the form L%L with r a *-homomorphism 
into B(X) and L a continuous linear map of .%? into .%’ with conjugate operator 
L* mapping 2 into .X?. It follows that pr @ pz is continuous whenever pr and pr 
are completelv positive. Using these facts, it is easv to prove 
THE~RELI 2.2. Let O! be a C”-algebra with 9 a closed two-sided *-ideal of LT. 
If the quotient map T from GY to n/Y has a completely positive cross section p, then 
for any C*-algebra 9, 9 @ .% is a closed two-sided ideal in fl Q .“A and the 
quotielzt algebra U 1.3 -B/9 @ JB is *-isomorphic to (T7iP) ~5) 9’. 
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Proof. It is easy to check that 4 @g is a closed two-sided ideal and that 
n @ 1 maps CZ @ 98 onto (a//4) @ 98. To check that ker(rr @ 1) = 9 @G?‘, 
we note that the inclusion 
9 @ 99 C ker(rr @ 1) 
is trivial. If (n @ 1) 01 = 0 then for arbitrary E > 0 there is a /I in Q! 0 98 so 
that \101- /3 11 < E and hence I\(v @ 1) fi Ij < E. Let 
It is easy to check that y is in 9 @ 97 and 
Ii 01 - Y II < 4 + II P 0 1 Ii> 
where p @ 1 is given its norm as bounded linear transformation. Thus, we have 
the reverse inclusion and the proof is complete. 
Remark. The idea of Theorem 2.2, as well as Theorem 2.3 which follows, 
first occurs in [20]. There, the requirement of complete positivity is omitted with 
a consequent gap in the proof. It should be pointed out that if a/Y is separable 
and commutative then the existence of a completely positive linear cross 
section to the quotient map has been established [3, 341. This observation is 
sufficient for the results of [20] and for most of the present paper. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let GZ and S? be C*-algebras with identity which are faithfully 
represented on Z and Z- so that Z C G’S? and Y C 98 where S always denotes the 
full algebra of compact operators on the relevant Hilbert space. Let rr: 6?! + I?!/% 
and ?r’: 99 ---f g/X be the quotient maps and assume that r, 7~’ both have completely 
positive cross sections. Then (02 @ 9)/S? is *-isomorphic to a closed *-subalgebra of 
(we> 0 9) 0 (@ 0 WW)). 
Proof. It is clear that the map (r @ 1) @ (1 @ n’) has the correct range [21] 
and we need only show that the kernel of this map is X = A’(% @ 2). By 
Theorem 2.2, the kernel is a @ S n ~$7 @ g. But this intersection is just the 
kernel of GT @ 1 \a@.~ which, by Theorem 2.2, is X @ X. It is easy to check 
that X(Z) @ .X(s) = X(X @ 9). 
Remark. The range of (n @ 1) @ (1 @ 7r’) is identified easily, as in [15]. 
Theorem 2.3 gives necessary and sufficient conditions for A in 02 @ 9 to be 
Fredholm: A is Fredholm if and only if (rr @ l(A), 1 @ r’(A)) is invertible in 
((a/X) @ .@) @ (a @ (a/X)). The pair (m @ l(A), 1 @ r’(A)) is the symbol 
of A. 
It should be pointed out that if a is Type I [36] then there is a unique norm 
on 02 0 A9 so that the completion of 0! 0 93’ is a C*-algebra. It follows that 
C(M) @a can be *-isomorphically identified with C(M, &Y), where C(M) 
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denotes the supremum norm C*-algebra of all continuous comples-valued 
functions on the compact Hausdorff space M and C(M, 99) is the corresponding 
algebra of &?-valued functions. Thus, if QZ is commutative and M is the maximal 
ideal space of a, 67 @ g and C(Al, 97) can be canonically identified. A standard 
“compactness” argument [28] shows thatfin C(lV, 97) . . is invcrtiblc if and onlv if 
,f(m) is invertible in 99 for each vz in M. 
\l’e require some known facts about a particular C”-algebra. Let S’(T) be the 
Hardy space on the unit circle T (this is just the span (<P: n _: 0’ in the usual 
Lebesgue L’(T)). For b essentially bounded and mcastrrablc on 7’ we define tht: 
Toepplitz operator T,) 011 H?(T) b) 
T,f =: I’,@$), 
where 1:+ is the orthogonal projection from L”(T) onto N”(T) and S is in Ii”(T). 
Such operators are closely related to singular integral operators on L”(T) [I?]. 
Quite analogously, we can define Toeplitz (or Wiener-Hopf) operators on 
W(T”) (T” =z T x ... x T) or other suitable subspaces of L’ spaces. 
The operator T, on W(T) is easily seen to be a purely nonunitary isomctry 
of defect one [35]. The C*-algebra GZ(T,) generated by T, is well understood 
[13]. It is known that @(T,) consists precisely of all sums T,, -i- K where li, 
is continuous and K is compact. For +I ,& continuous 
If Tb is Fredholm of index zero then in fact Tb is invertible [14]. RIoreovcr, 
letting A&, be the algebra of all m x m complex matrices and defining T6 in 
the obvious way for qS in C(T, n/r,,), we find that A -=: Td + K in Gl(T,) (3 17/r,,, 
is Fredholm if and only if det + f 0 and then it is known that 
index(A) == -winding number(det 4) 
where det is the ordinary determinant function. 
If we define the Laurent operator on L’(T) by 
then [13] there is a canonical isomorphism w between Gl(T,)/Z and a(L,) 
given by 
wn( T,) = L4 . 
Henceforth, we suppress w and write n(Td + K) =m= L, . The map p(Ld) Td 
defines a positive, completely positive [34], cross section for V-. It is easy to check 
that L, is the minimal unitary extension [35] of T, . 
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Under the Fourier transform, .za in L2( T) goes to e, in &‘Z), where e, is the 
characteristic function of (n). For 2, the nonnegative integers, it is clear that 
P(T) maps, via the Fourier transform, onto L&Z+) while T, maps by conjuga- 
tion of the Fourier transform to U+ on &(Z+) where 
U+e, = en+, , n >, 0. 
U+ is the so-called “unilateral shift.” Similarly, L, on L2( T) maps to the “bilateral 
shift” B, where 
B+e, = enfl , n>-co. 
We denote the projection from 8,(Z) onto (e,,) by P,, and the projection from 
r$(Z) onto /s(Z+) by P+ . The Fourier transform of P, , p,., , is just the projection 
from L2(T) onto (P). 
In this paper, the reals with the usual additive topological group structure 
are denoted by R. R, denotes the nonnegative reals. The normed field of complex 
numbers is denoted by C. Our notation for operators on Hilbert space is standard 
to the extent that operators are written in Roman capital letters (usually) A, B, 
C, K, L, V, W, U, S, P, Q. The commutator [A, B] is defined by 
[A, B] = AB - BA. 
Typically, K is a compact operator (in X); C is in the closed two-sided ideal 
generated by commutators, 9?; V and W (or Vj , Wj) are isometries; and P, Q, 
Qj are projections (all projections here are orthogonal projections). The spectrum 
of any operator A is denoted by a(A) and is the compact subset of the complex 
plane consisting of all X for which A - XT has no inverse in B(H). 
3. REPRESENTATION AS TENSORS 
Let { Vj: 1 < i < n} be commuting isometries on a separable Hilbert space .%. 
In this section, we construct a useful model for such sets analogous to the well- 
known model for a single isometry [24]. A generalization of this model is also 
given for a large class of commutative semigroups of isometries. Using our 
model, we determine the minimal commuting unitary extensions of the given 
sets of isometries and describe the commutator ideals in the C*-algebras 
generated by the sets of isometries in question. 
The main idea in our construction of a model for { Vj: 1 <i f n} is to 
consider the product V = V,V, ... V, and model V in the standard way [24]. 
Thus, we consider the subspace 
H-{xE%:X = V”y,foralln >0} 
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and notice that Ii reduces V with I/ jH unitary and either EI’ ==- (0) or flL is 
unitarily equivalent to H’(T) @ ~$5” where H’(T) is the Hardy space discussed 
in Section 2 and Z” is some separable Hilbert space and I- ‘&A M T, (3 I under 
this unitary equivalence. Now since the 1: commute, it is easy to see that H 
reduces all the Vj and Vj jH is unitary for everyj. Our model is completed by a 
detailed description of the V$ IH I under the unitary equivalence qv. To provide 
this description, let Wj = l-Ii+ I/, so that lYjWj : 1.. Then 1; iNL . lVj lM- ~- 
r’- ‘N L =Y TI 3 I and we have 
TNEOREN 3.1. Under the unitary equivalence a, 
L,.j I& - 7’; ;% cs -0. -‘A 1 ,\,:I [r,-, I I; ‘J .(I -- Qj), 
w I‘+ - Tz @ (I - Qj) ri+ -c~ zc\ g,ci*, (5) 
where the Ui are unitary and the Qi are projections (self-adjoint idempotents). In 
.fact, if -I’, denotes the projection onto the constants in H?(T) then 
[v*, V](Fj + wj*)[v*, I;] lHI a PO @ c:j ) 
pj*, Wj] IHL * E’, p) (1 - Qj), (* -1 
determines the Vi and Qj . 
Proof. \Ire identify H’(T) @ 2 with a s p ace of square-summable sequences 
with entries in H*(T). NOW 7’j iHA w Aj and Wj /Hi KY Bj where [‘4j , Bj] -:z 0 
and ,4, , Bj are isometries with AjBj = T, @I. It follows that Aj and Bj are 
given by infinite matrices whose entries are Toeplitz operators 
and CJ+~. , 4,; are in H”(T) (this is because each matrix entry must commute 
with T,). Moreover, if &, = 1 for i = Y and &,. := 0 for i # Y then the fact 
that Aj and Bj are isometries (-4$*Aj q = 1, Bj*Bi = 1) is expressed by 
(c&)* (&) --_ (S,r) and (J&Z)* (&i) = (a,,.). Also, A,B, = : T, @I is expressed 
by (vi!) (#it, = (~$~a). It is an immediate consequence of these facts that 
lclit @,$ for all i, r, j so that 
p,.j := a,: T b,.$, 
l)?: = a,; + i&b. 
A direct computation using the relations above now produces (*). Once (*) is 
obtained, (**) is an easy verification. 
It is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.1 that the set (Ui , Qj; 
I( p j ,< n} is a complete unitary invariant for { Vj IHI; I <<j < n}. The Uj and 
Qj in (*) must satisfy certain compatability conditions. 
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THEOREM 3.2. A necessary condition that the set (Uj, Qj: 1 <j < n} arise 
by (*) from an n-tuple of commuting isometries {Vj IHL: 1 < j < n} with 
nyCl Vj IHA S+ T, @ I is that ny=, Uj = I, [Uj , UJ = 0, and 
I = Qr, + U;Qj,Uj, + U$JjTQj,UilUi2 -+ *.. + U;-, **a Uj*lQj,Ujl **a lJ,,-, 
where ( jl , j2 ,..., j,) ranges over all permutations of (1, 2 ,..., n). 
Proof. This follows from comparison of coefficients of powers of T, in the 
product 
fJ {Tz 0 UiQj + I @ Uj(l - Qj)} = T, 0 I. 
Remark. For n = 2, U, = Ul*, Qa = U,(I - QJ U,* and it is easy to 
check that Qr , Ul are arbitrary. 
Next, suppose that 2 is a commutative semigroup. For u, 01 in Z we say u 
divides 01 (written u 1 CX) if there is a /3 = /?(a, CX) in ,Z so that u + fl = a. If 2 
has a distinguished element 01 with the property that .Z is generated by divisors 
of 01 then we call the pair (2, a) a boundedly generated semigroup. One example of 
a boundedly generated semigroup is (R, , 1). Another example is (2, x ... 
X 2, (n-times) (1, l,..., 1)). For boundedly generated (Z, 01) suppose we are 
givena representation p: 2-t B(Z) where p(u) = I’, are isometries for all u 
in 2’. Let 
H = {x E GP: x = Vanyn for all n > O}. 
It is easy to check that H reduces V,, for all u in Z and V, lw is unitary for all u. 
Moreover, if HL # {0}, then, as before, there is a unitary equivalence between 
HL and H”(T) @ JP for some separable Hilbert space Z and V, IHl m T, @I 
under this equivalence. 
THEOREM 3.3. If CT j CX, then under the unitary equivalence SW 
where U, is unitary and Q0 is a projection. 
Proof. Same argument as in the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
Remark. In general, u = CF;i”: njuj for uj ) 01 so that p(u) = I$: I’:; and 
Theorem 3.3 can be used to give a “canonical form” for p(u). We also note that 
necessary conditions on the U, and Q,, can be determined analogously to Thco- 
rem 3.2. In particular, it is not hard to check that if U, 7, c + r all divide 01 
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then lLT,,CTr I-- lib+, . We recover Theorem 3.1 from Theorem 3.3 b!s taking 
2 = - %-+ ‘d: 2, x ... x 2, (n times), z = (I, I,..., l), and p(ej) Irj where E, 
is the n-tuple with all entries zero except for a one in thejth slot. 
In the special case (R, , I), ‘f 1 we assume that p is a strongly continuous 
representation to purely nonunitary [35] isometries, then wc have n compiett 
description of the Z’, and Qt for t ( 1 (i.e., 0 :< t --c I). 
'kEORERI 3.4. [f p iS a sfrOn& cOnfi?uLOus, isometric representation of R _ 
in B(Z) and p(t) = V, has lu) unitary part for t _ 0, then there is a &tar\, 
egui~alenre S: ,7? -+ N2( T) @ L’(T) @? Yj{l, 2,. . ., ml .for ,somc m ‘1 1 (possih&, 
M -~ z) such that for 0 :i t :< 1, 
SF-S” = T,\z i?$@@I+I~~~ f.(I--0,) ?I t 
where ( f,f) (eie) : j(ei(d-Yvt)) for f in L’(T) and @+ is multiplication by the 
characteristic function of {eis: 24 I - t) < 0 :I: 2~;. 
Prooj. Ry a theorem of Cooper [17], there is a C* unitary mapping 2 onto 
L’(R,) ~2’ /“(I, 2 ,..., m) for some m > 1 (possibly m -;- ‘c) so that UVtC* 
T, (” 1 where (T,f) (x) =_ f (X - t) forjin Lz(RT). Now we construct a unitar! 
lY mapping F(R,) onto U*(T) @ L2( T) by writing, for xln,n >I) the characteristic 
function of the interval [n, n + 1) and f inLS(RR,), 
'tfX[7Z,ni-l)) = zn Of?& ) 
Jn(eis) iz j(n + 6!2n), 0 ;= e -: 2x. 
Then S :y (l? @I) U has the desired property. 
In general, for (Z, a) and p(o) =-; I;, as discussed above, we consider the 
C*-algebra fl -= 02(7’,: 0 E Z) generated by the Y,, . Let ‘6 =: %(I/,: CJ E 2) be 
the closed two-sided ideal in 0? generated by all commutators. It follows from 
Theorem 3.3 that 6J? has a unitatily implemented embedding i in 
defined for D / a: bv 
THEOREM 3.5. We have i(g) = 0 @ [X @ cZ(UO , Qn: 0 / CY)]. 
Proof. We recall from Theorem 3.3 that 0 @ (p, @ U,,) and 0 @ (I?, @ QO) 
are in i(v) for all 0 ) 01. Thus, we see that for A in 6Y( U, , QO: 0 j 01) 0 @ (ijb @ ‘4) 
is in i(v). Moreover, 0 @ (T, @I) is in i(cpd) so it follows that 
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is in i(e) for all n > 0. Since Hz(T) = ( an: n 3 0), it is now easy to check that 
0 @ (F @ A) is in $8) for any rank one F and finally that 0 @ [X @ G!( U,, , QO: 
u / a)] is contained in i(g). 
For the reverse inclusion, we note that for u, 7 1 OL 
i([V,*, Vu]) = 0 0 (8 0 UoQoUo*). 
Moreover, we have 
i([V,*, V,]) = 0 @ (I @ A + T,* @B + T, @ C + &, @ D) 
where A, B, C are in n(U, , Qs: /3 / a) and 
It is easy to check that [V,*, V7] V, = 0, whence 
O=(I@A+ T,*@B+ T,@C+&,OD)(T,@I) 
=(T,@A+I@B+ T,2@)C) 
and so A = B = C = 0. Thus 0 @ [.X @ Gl’(U, , Qo: u ] a)] contains the 
generators of i(%?) and since 0 @ [X @ a( U, , QO: u ( a)] is a closed two-sided 
ideal in an algebra containing i(a), we see that 0 @ [X @ QZ(U, , &: u j a)] 
contains i(g). 
Theorem 3.5 has some useful consequences. Let 7~ be the *-homomorphism 
discussed in Section 2 from CY( T,) on H2( T) onto 0&E,) on L2( T). We recall that 
ker r = 2 and r has a positive linear cross section p: 0!(L,) -+ a( T,) given by 
p(&) = Tm . Now consider the map 1 @ (V @ 1) from B(H) @ [91(TZ) @ 
QVo, So: 0 I 41 to BP) 0 WL) 0 WJ, , So: 0 I 41. 
THEOREM 3.6. The map [l @ (n @ l)] i induces a *-isomorphism between 
CY/V and OZ( PO: u 1 a) where p,, , u / a, acts on H @ [L”(T) @ S’] by 
To = Vu IH 0 L 0 UoQo + 10 u,(I - QJI 
and [l @ (r @ l)] i(V,) = p0 . M oreover, the vu form a minimal commuting 
set of unitary extensions [27] for the i(V,) with the usual embedding of H2(T) in 
L*(T). 
Proof. Using the discussion of homomorphisms of tensor products in 
Section 2, it is clear that [l @ (n @ l)] i induces a *-homomorphism from 02 
onto OZ(pO: u 1 a). Further, it is clear that 
ker[l 0 (rr 0 l)] i = i(R) n ker[l @ (r 0 I)]. 
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Kow by Theorem 2.2, we see that 
and it follows from Theorem 3.5 that ker[l @ (71. :$ 1)] i : = 5F. It is clear that 
[l @ (CT 0 l)] ;( V,) :== v0 and so it follows that the ET:, are commuting unitaries. 
The minimality of the extension follows directly from the fact that L: is the 
minimal unitarv extension of Tz . 
Remar/z. Instead of 1 @ (x as; 1) above, we could take 
1 L-J (77 Tj> 1’): B(H) @ [IZ( T,) (2 B(X’)] + R(H) @ [Lil(Zjt) & B(X)] 
and obtain the same result since [I @ (n 0 1’)] i [1 @ (TT Xc3 l)] i. As a 
minimal commuting set of unitary extensions, the I”‘, are unique up to simul- 
taneous unitarv equivalence [27]. Another description of /Y/C: is contained in 
[lo]. - 
Finally, we consider the map 
Y(A) == [I (2 (Z’+ ~@Z)]iz jH,~~H2(r~zx,l 
for ,-1 in (7( PO: u CX). 
'rHEOREM 3.7. !? WUZpS @(pn: ~ ci) into i(n) and TA r-1 i--1Y(A) is a posirme 
linear map from O’( 17,: u 1 a) into 6Y = O?( rz: u E A’). JIoreover, we have 
[I @ (V @ l)] i(TA) = A afzd so // TA /I = /I A /I . If follows that every element 
of (2 has a unique decomposition in the form TA + C for A in a( pm,: o j 3) and 
c in 55. 
Proof. ‘That Y’(n) is in i(l?d) follows from a direct check on polynomials in 
the 17, and their adjoints since Y is clearly linear and norm decreasing. Since the 
r,‘,, are unitarv and Q!( I’,: cr I B) is commutative bv Theorem 3.6, only monomials 
of the form 
need to be checked. Now 
Y(B) _ i(J,-:“l . . . Jyg~[,r”k 1 . . . J-z:;;) 
%+I 
follows directly from the properties of unitary extensions, so this part of the 
proof is complete. It is immediate that TA is positive, linear, and norm decreasing. 
To see that [I @ (r @ I)] i(T,J = ,4, we again need only check on monomials 
of the form B above. The desired result follows from our computation of Y(B) 
and the definition of the VU in Theorem 3.6. The remaining statements are 
easy consequences of the facts now established. 
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4. FREDHOLM THEORY IN 6Y(V0:a E 2) 
We now turn to the general problem of developing a Fredholm theory and 
index theorem in the algebras CZ = a( V,: CT E Z) of Section 3. Clearly, B in a 
is Fredholm if and only if B IH and B / HI are both Fredholm (see discussion 
in Section 2). Since 0! IH = 0Z(V, lH: (J E Z) is the C*-algebra generated by 
commuting unitaries, it follows that GZ IH is commutative. Hence, if B is 
Fredholm in 02. 
index B =: index B lHI . 
In view of this, we shall henceforth only consider the case H = (0). 
Now taking A? w H’(T) @I X’ with V, m T, 01 for (2, LX) as in Section 3, 
we can easily dispose of the case that Y?” is finite dimensional. In this case, 
using the standard analysis of LZ(T,) @ Mm ( see Section 2) and Theorems (3.5, 
3.6, 3.7, we see that TA + C is Fredholm in LZ if and only if A is invertible in 
OZ(pO: u 1 a). Moreover, making the canonical identification between @(L,) @ 
02( U, , Q,,: u 1 CL) and C(T, a( U,, , Q,,: (J / a)) (see Section 2), we get A E A(z) 
and for A invertible. 
index( T,, + C) = -winding number [determinant A(x)]. 
In view of this, we henceforth consider only the case z&” infinite dimensional. 
Since we are assuming H = {0}, the statements of several theorems in Section 3 
simplify. In particular, i(a) is contained in a(T,) @ 02( U, , QO: 0 1 a) and by 
Theorem 3.6, (n @ 1) i(a) = OZ(pb: u 1 LX) with ker(n @ 1)i = V. We now 
adjoin the compact operators X on 2’ to cpl(U,, Q0 1 a) and consider the map 
This map is nontrivial since we are in the case 2’ infinite dimensional. 
THEOREM 4.1. If T’ has a completely positive linear CYOSS section then for 
T,+Cin~=~(~~:o~~)(seeTheorem(3.7)wehave(~Ol)i(T,+C)=A 
and TA + C is Fredholm if and only if both A and (1 @ x’) i(TA + C) are 
invertible. In particular, the conclusion holds if @(U, , Q0 , X: u / a)/& is 
commutative and separable. 
Proof. Immediate from Theorems 2.3, 3.7, and the fact discussed in 
Section 2, that for a( U, , Q0 , X: 0 1 LX)/% commutative and separable, m’ has a 
completely positive linear cross section. 
In view of Theorem 4.1, we will be concerned with two main questions: 
(a) determining from the (I’,} whether V’ has a completely positive linear cross 
section, and (b) when n’ does have such a cross section, determining explicit 
conditions for A and (1 @ n’) i(TA + C) to be invertible. Finally, with (a) and 
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(b) settled, we would like to determine formulas for the index of Fredhohn 
T4 i- C in terms of “topological data.” We note that the pair (A, (1 @ r’) i 
(r,, -~- C)) is the symbol of TA + C, as discussed in Section 2. 
For most of the rest of this paper, and unless otherwise indicated, we will be 
concerned with the case L?Y = Z+ x Z+ x ... x Z, (n-times), ti -_ (1, l,..., l), 
p(cj) =-- fyi , 1 <j <n, where explicit computations can be carried out. In this 
case, we note that by using Theorem 3.2 and defining &r = : Q, , 
we have 
where the Qj are orthogonal projections with Cy=, Q, = I (it follows easily from 
this that &&, = 0 for j # k). 
In the case a( Uj , Qj , 2: 1 <j < n)/Y is commutative, r’ has a completely 
positive section, as indicated in Theorem 4.1, and we can obtain quite explicit 
conditions for A and (1 @ r’) i(TA + C) t o b e invertible. To fix notation, for k 
in M, the maximal ideal space of @( pj’j: 1 .< j < n), we consider the homeomor- 
phic embedding in Cn given by 
Q(h) = (I?( PI), k(17,),..., h( P,)) 
and write ,Y :: Q(M). W e a so 1 consider the homeomorphic embedding of M’, 
the maximal ideal space of &a( Uj , Qj: 1 <<i < n), in C2c given by 
@‘(h’) = (h’n’L’, , h’d~l , h’dU2 , h’.TTY& ,..., h’r/,&J 
for h’ in M’ and write Y = @‘(AI’). Kate that v’(Qj) = rr’(Qj) I <j < n. 
Further, S is contained in T” while I’ is properly contained in (T x (0, l})n. 
We give points in X the usual complex coordinates (zr ,..., z,J and also consider 
the coordinate functions zj restricted to X. Similarly, we coordinatize I’ by 
2n-tuples (z~r , 6, , w2, 6, ,..., 8,) where wj =I zzjPI iY , aj :-- zgj IY with 
(- “1 Y zS ,..., AXJ the usual complex coordinates on C?“. From our previous 
remarks, Theorem 3.2, and the defining relation (t) for Qj , it is now clear that 
the range of Sj is contained in (0, 1) with CT=1 Sj = 1 and that nyS, 2~‘~ = 1. The 
Gelfand transforms of Fj , &Uj , and r’Qj are now given by 
T‘UjA(W1 ( 6,) w2, s, )...) 6,) = wj ) 
d&jl-(Wl , 6, ) w, , 6, ,..., S,,) = 6, . 
580/27/I-j 
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LEMMA 4.2. The points 
{(Wl , w, ,**-, Wj-1 3 ZWj , Wj+l ,*a*) Wm): Sj = 1) 
are in X for p = (z, wl , S, , wg , 6, ,..., w, , S,) in T x Y and 1 <j < n. 
Proof. We consider the embedding of Theorem 3.6 (noting that we now 
assume H = 0) 
Recall, from the discussion of Section 2, that G&L,) @ a((rr’?Vj , ?T’&~: 1 < j <n) 
is naturally *-isomorphic with C(T x Y) by an isomorphism a with 
cx(L, 01) = Z, a(1 @ n’Uj) = Wj , a(1 @ vr’&j) = Sj on T x Y, where z is 
the usual complex coordinate on T. For any p = (z, wr , 6, , wa , 6, ,..., S,) in 
T x Y, let ev,(f) =f(p) forf in C(T x Y). Then 
h, = ev,ol(l @ P’) 
defines a complex *-homomorphism of B(L,) @ r%‘( Wj , Qj: 1 < j < j < n),and 
by restriction, of @(Vi: 1 < j < n). We now find that 
so that 
hp(Vj) = ZWjSj + Wj(l - Sj) 
(=%Sl + Wl(l - S,), zw,s, + w2(1 - S2),..., WA + %a(1 - %J) 
is in X. The desired result now follows by noting that if 6, = S,(p) = 1 for p 
inTx YthenS,=Ofork#j. 
Remark. It should be noted that for any particular j; we may very well have 
Sj = S,(p) E 0 for all p in T x Y. 
Now for any A in L?‘(pj , 1 < j < n), we write A^@, ,..., z,) for the Gelfand 
transform of A on X. 
THEOREM 4.3. For y = (wl , 6, , w, , 6, ,..., w, , S,) in Y and using the 
identi$catbn of lZ(T,) @ OZ(m’U* , w’&,: 1 < j < n) with C(Y, GZ(TJ) discussed 
in Section 2, we have for A in OZ(pj: 1 < j < n) and C in U( Vj: 1 < j < n) 
(1 0 4 i(Tdy) = T~(A.w 
where 
$(A~Y)(z) =AA(wl 3 w2 P***, wj-l,zWj 9 wj+l ,***3 wn) 
for j = j(y) with S,(y) = 1. Moreover, we have 
(1 0 4 i(C) (34 = &W 
whwe K,(y) is compact for each y in Y. 
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Proof. By Lemma 4.2, AA is defined on the appropriate set. The formula for 
(1 @ ‘rr’) z’(TA) is determined by direct computation on monomiais of the form 
A -z pklpk 1 22.’ . p,“n. Its general validity then follows b!T a standard argument. 
That K,(y) is compact follows directly from Theorem 3.5. 
We now have 
THEOREM 4.4. For TA -t C in Q! - 0?( Vj: 1 S< j :.< n) to be Fredholm, it 
is necessary and suficient that A^ f 0 on X and T,,(l,y)(.) 1.. hVc(.v) be izvertible 
in fl( T,)for +(A, y) (.) and K,(y) defined as in Theorem 4.3. 
Proof. Immediate from Theorems 4.1 and 4.3. 
COROLLXKI. 4.5. For TA in fl to be Fredholm, it is necessary and s@icient that 
A” f 0 and $(A, y) (.) have wind&g number zero for eaclz y in Y. For T., (’ 
to be FredJlolna, these conditions are necessary’. 
PYOO~. This follows from Theorems 2.3 and 4.4. 
L\ye say Y is maximal if for wi , w2 ,..., w;-i , zu,T i . . . . . Ec,~ arbitrary complex 
numbers of modulus one and arbitraryj, I <<j ::T 12, 
y = 
! 
WI ) 0, w2 ) 0 )...) wj-I ) 0, n ITi , 1) Zf’jal ( 0 ,...) 20, , 0) 
iiij 
is in Y. If Y is maximal, then clearly Y is homeomorphic to n disjoint copies of 
the (n - I)-torus, Tn.-l. 
THEOREM 4.6, If 1- is maximal, then S == 1”” and for TA + C’ Fredholm, ,we 
must have A =z eD for some D in L?!(pj: 1 < j < n). Moreoz’er, T, is FredJzolnt 
q and only if A := eD for some D. If T.A is FredJzolm, then index (TA) = 0. I]f 
TA + C is Fredholm, then T,, + C =m= e“D(I + C’) where .-! - en a& C’ is 
in %‘. 
Proof. Using Lemma 4.2, it is easy to check that S := T”. That .3 : p” 
follows from Theorems 4.3, 4.4, and Corollary 4.5. More particularly, since d4^ 
must have sj-winding number zero for each j, 1 < j .< n, it is a standard fact 
that A^ is an exponential [31] and we have A” =m e*^ for some D in sT(pj: 
1 < j < n) by the Gelfand theorem. The sufficiency of the condition for T,,, to 
be Fredholm follows from Corollary 4.5. If A == eD then for At G eLu, T,4t is 
an arc of Fredholm operators from TA to I so index (1;) L= 0. The last state- 
ment follows by applying (r @ 1) i to e- T~TA and using Theorems 3.5, 3.6, 3.7. 
Remark. From Theorem 4.6, we see that if Y is maximal then the problem 
of determining the index of Fredholm T+, + C is reduced to the special case 
.L2 =- 1. The reduced problem is made tractible by Theorem 3.5. 
In view of the above remark, we conclude this section by discussing the 
general problem of determining the index of Fredholm operators of the form 
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I + C for C in %?(V?: 1 <i < n), For the moment, we will assume 
that &‘(U, , $& , X: 1 <J’ < n)/X is commutative but not that Y is maximal. 
It follows from Theorem 3.5 that (1 @ r’) i maps V onto C(Y, X) where X 
is the algebra of all compact operators on H”(T). Let 2 be the set of all invertible 
operators on Hz(T) having the form I + K for K in %. By Theorem 4.1 we 
see that I + C is Fredholm if and only if (1 @ .rr’) i(1+ C) is in C( Y, 2) and 
by our previous remark (1 @ r’ i maps Fredholm operators of the form I + C ) 
onto C(Y, 9). 
Now using the fact that (n @ 1) i(l + C) = 1, we see that if f in C(Y, 2) 
is homotopic to g in C(Y, 9) then (I, f) is homotopic to (1, g) in the space of 
symbols of Fredholm operators in GPI (see the discussion in Section 2). Hence, any 
Fredholm operator in 0? with symbol (I,f) must have the same index as any 
operator with symbol (I, g). Thus, to describe the index of Fredholm operators 
of the form I + C, we need only consider [Y, m, the set of homotopy classes 
of continuous maps from Y into 9. 
We note that [Y, $j has a natural group structure induced by multiplication 
on $ and less obviously, [Y, $1 is commutative with the induced multiplica- 
tion [5]. Assume that we can exhibit a finite set of generators for [Y, ~81, say 
{fi , f2 ,..., jr>, and a set of Fredholm operators {B, ,..., B,) in I + g with 
(1 @ r’) i(BJ = fi. For f in C(Y, $), denote by [f] the class off in [Y, .z$]. 
Then for arbitrary Fredholm B = I + C, (1 @ rr’) i(B) == f with [f] = 
[fil”l [f2P . . . [fr]“r for integers rzi and we have the “index theorem” 
index(B) = i ni([f]) index(Bi). 
i=l 
In the case that Y is maximal, we now explicitly carry out this program for 
n = 2 and n = 3. 
THEOREM 4.7. For Y maximal and n = 2, 3 we enumerate generating sets (fi} 
for [Y, $1 and the corresponding (Bj} as follows: (i) for n = 2, fi(y) = I + 
S,(w, - 1) E’, , f,(y) = I+ 6,(w, - 1) PO and B, = I+ p,, 0 !&(u, - 0 
B2=1.+~~bO~(U~-I);(ii)forn=3,f,(y)=~+S,(w,-l)~~,f,(y)= 
I -t qw, - 1) & 7 f&Y) = I + %(w, - 1) ii,, f4(Y) = I + S,(w, - 1) pll P 
f.(Y) = I + uw2 - 1) 4 ) f&Y> = I + Sl( ws - 1) PO with the corresponding 
Bi’s obtained by replacing I + Sj( wk - 1) p,, 6y I + p,, @ Qj(U, - I). In the 
case n = 2, we find index(B,) = index(B,) so that for Fredholm B = I + C, 
index(B) = index(B,) (nr + nJ where (1 @ n’) i(B) (y) is homotopic to fytfcz. 
Proof. Consider [f] in [Y, $1. By a standard truncation, we can assume 
f(y) = I + F(y) where some fixed finite-dimensional subspace g, in H2( T), 
reduces F(y) for all y in Y and F(y) (PL) = 0. Thus, we are reduced to con- 
sidering [Y, GL,] for large k. Since Y is a disjoint union of n copies of Tn-l, 
it is enough to consider each torus separately. At this point, for n = 2 or 3, 
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considerable simplification occurs. The critical fact is that [T, SL,] and [T”, LX,] 
are trivial. This implies that for Y maximal and n :=~~ 2, 3 the determinant map 
det: [Y, GL,] -P [I-, C - AEON] 
is a bijection. We restate this in our coordinatization for Y to obtain the desired 
sets of generators (fi} for [Y, 21 and corresponding operators {BJ. The fact 
that for n :-- 2, index(&) = index(&) is a direct computation using the facts 
that I’, m- CT,* and QZ = I - Q, + compact. 
Remark. For n ‘, 4, an analysis of [Y, 21 for Y maximal in the explicit 
manner of Theorem 4.7 is possible using results of [5]. 
\Ve note finally that with @( uj , Qj , Z: 1 :.I j <z n)/X commutative (Y not 
necessarily maximal): 
I'HEORERI 4.8. If oil + C is semi-Fredholm for c‘ irr K ontl “L in C then XI - C 
is Fuedholm. 
Proqf. By Theorem 2.1, oil + C is semi-Fredholm if and onlv if 
aI + (1 @ 77’) i(C) (.) cz g(.) 
is left or right invertible in {PI+ C(Y, X): p EC>. Applying the classical 
Fredholm alternative, it is easy to see that g(y) must be invertible for each JJ in I*. 
It follows from the discussion in Section 2 that g( .) is invertible, whence a1 --- C 
is Fredholm. 
In the next section, we begin a systematic analysis of the case II 3, including 
the situation when Y is not maximal. 
5. THE CASE a(V,;,, V.,) 
In this section, we begin a detailed analisis of C*-algebra generated bl; tno 
commuting isometries. ,4s in Section 4, we shall assume that H m=~ 0 and 3y ’ 
is infinite dimensional. Corresponding to Jr1 , L’VZ we have CT, , E? , Q, , QZ given 
by Theorem 3.1 and Q1, QZ defined in Section 4. Using Theorem 3.2 and the 
subsequent remark, we find that U, = 1,‘1*, Q, : = lJ,(I - Q1) r/;=, g1 q Q, , 
Qz x 1 - Q, . Henceforth we write U, = U, Q, = Q. Now following 
the discussion of Section 4, we seek hypotheses on 7; , V, which will guarantee 
that n’: a( U, Q, X) --f @(U, Q, X)/Y h as a completelv positive cross section. 
A major goal of this section is to demonstrate that the additional hypothesis 
[ 1’**, VJ compact 
has the desired property. 
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VVc note that using (*) of Th eorem 3.1, (H) is equivalent to the statement 
QU(I - Q) compact. (H’) 
It is immediate that 6Z(U, Q, .X)/.X commutative implies (H’). Moreover, under 
(H’) it is easy to check that 
(QUQ) (QU*Q) = Q + compact 
and it follows that QUQ loH, is either Fredholm or semi-Fredholm of index 
+CC (see Section 2 for a discussion of elementary Fredholm theory). In fact, it 
is elementary that QUQ jop, is Fredholm if and only if Gl(U, Q, .X)/X is 
commutative. 
Henceforth, we assume hypothesis (H). We now define 
K( V, , V,) = index QUQ 1 02, 
For I;, 1-a commuting isometries as described above. In view of Theorem 3.1 
and the above discussion, it is clear that K(V, , V,) is a unitary invariant for the 
ordered pair (V, , E’J. It will be shown eventually that 1 K( vr , V,)\ is a unitary 
invariant for the aZgebra GY( V, , V,). 
Now we let (e,}i=“_, be the canonical basis for &e(Z) as discussed in Section 2 
and note that {e,>zzs is a basis for !,(Z+). We write K(V, , V,) ES K. 
THEOREM 5.1. If k = 0, there is a unitary R mapping rpZ(Z+) onto 2’ so 
that U’ = R* UR is a compact perturbation of a diagonal operator D (De, = hnea , 
n > 0) and Q’ = R*QR is also diagonal in the canonical basis. If k + 0, + co, 
there is a unitary R mapping f2(Z) onto X’ so that U’ = R*UR is a compact 
perturbation of Bz” on C,(Z) where B,e, = e,,, and P, = R*QR is the projection 
from t2(.Z) onto L2(Z+). If k = fco, there is a unitary R mapping &(2(z) @ l.,(Z) 
onto 9’ so that U’ = R*UR is a compact perturbation of B,* @I and R*QR = 
P, @I. 
Proof. If k # +co then it is easy to check that, as noted above, Q and U 
commute mod X. In particular, then (I - Q) UQ is compact and so 
(I - Q) ??(I - Q)1(,-o)& must also be Fredholm, with index -k since 
U = QUQ lox* @ (1 - Q) U(I - Q)/(,-o)y, + compact. Using the fact that 
(QUQ) (QU*Q) = Q + compact and the corresponding fact for I -8, it is 
easy to see that QUQ 1 o&l must be a compact perturbation of an isometry or 
coisometry of index k (a coisometry is the adjoint of an isometry) and that 
(I - Q) Li(l - Q)I(I-o)X’ must be a compact perturbation of an isometry or 
coisometry of index -k. 
For k := 0, it follows from a well-known result [33] that there is a unitary 
mapping from 8%’ onto some separable (possibly finite dimensional) Hilbert 
space so that QUQ I o,p, is transformed to a compact perturbation of some 
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diagonal unitary operator. A similar result holds for (I-- Q) A!’ and piecing 
the two unitaries together gives the desired R. 
For K ,L 0 and finite, we use a result of [9] to see that QL’Q :o~’ is unitarily 
equivalent to a compact perturbation of U;” where 0; is the “unilateral shift” 
on &(Z+) discussed in Section 2, U;i”i r-: Uz”Liz and the unitary in question 
maps QZ’ onto L’z(Z+). Similarly, (I - Q) T/(1 -- Q)c,-~,~, is unitarily equi- 
valent to a compact perturbation of Uts where the second unitary maps 
(I-- Q) %’ onto lp,(Z+). Now composing this latter unitary with the map 
e,, -+ e ..,( , which sends lz(Z+) onto La(-1, -2,...) and piecing the appropriate 
unitaries together we obtain the desired R with R*CTR a compact perturbation 
of B.;" and R"QR = P+ . 
Finall!-, for k = + cx3 we again use a result of [9] to see that QUQ !oz’ is 
unitarily equivalent to a compact perturbation of a purely nonunitary coisometry 
S* with infinite-dimensional kernel. Moreover, it is easv to check that 
(1 - Q) w - 011 (I-o)JI” ’ must be unitarily equivalent to a compact perturba- 
tion of a purely nonunitary isometry, T, with infinite-dimensional defect space. 
Thus we see that 2’ is mapped by a unitary R, , onto a direct sum X1’ CG .%’ 
’ - with QX’ mapping onto X1’, (I - Q) .Z” mapping onto Ctii’. and 
R,UR,* = i",* ",I $ compact. 
Let P be the projection onto ker S* and let P' be the projection onto ker II’“. It 
is easy to check that A’ = P'AP differs from A by a compact and if we write -4 
in polar form then A’ = VY(L4’*A’)1~A where I* is a partial isometry mapping 
the closure of range (PA'*A'P)1~2 onto the closure of range (-4’) with 
ker I- : range((PA4’*A4’P)L’“)L. 
It is also easy to check that /!‘*A - P and ;2’&3’* ~~- P' are both compact. It 
follows that A’ -- V is compact and so 
P :,3 I’*V :.z P ~- compact, 
P' :Y? 1'1'* Z= P' -t compact 
Hence, we see that P - V* V and P' - YY* are finite-rank projections. Xow by 
direct computation 
ker [“;r “,,* = (01 9 range(P’ - VV*), 
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and since (“; :) is a compact perturbation of a unitary, it follows that 
rank(P - V*V) = rank(P’ - IV*). 
From this, it is easy to extend V to a partial isometry V’ with V’*V’ = P, 
IV’* = P’, and V - I” compact. Using standard facts about isometries, it is 
now easy to check that there is a unitary l? mapping &(Z) @ e,(Z) onto 
sl’ @ Xs’ so that 
while 
I?* (; ;, R = P+ @I. 
Take R = R,*l? to complete the proof. 
We now have 
LEMMA 5.2. If K(V, , V,) = + co, the quotient map TT’: Ol(U, Q, X) + 
Ol(U, Q, X)/X admits a *-homomorphism cross section. 
Proof. By Theorem 5.1, 6Y(U, Q, L%‘) is unitarily equivalent to 6Z(B+* @I, 
P+ @ 1, X) on L’,(Z) @ 8,(Z). It is easy to check that 
LqB+” @I, P+ @I, X) = qB+*, P+) @I + Sf?. 
Since OZ(B+*, P+) @ I contains no compact operators (except 0) it is 
elementary that G!(B+* @ 1, P+ @I I, X)/X is canonically *-isomorphic with 
@(B+*, P+) @I. Thus, for N in GT(B+*, P+) @I, the map p defined by 
d+9) = N 
gives the desired cross section. 
We can now prove the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 5.3. For (V, , V,) satisfying hypothesis (H), the quotient map 7’ 
admits a completely positive linear cross section. 
Proof. If K( v1 , V,) is finite, then by Theorem 5.1 (or the preceding remarks) 
@(U, Q, %)/X is commutative so by Theorem 4.1 V’ admits a completely 
positive linear cross section. If K( I”, , k’s) = +co, then by Lemma 5.2 r’ 
admits a *-homomorphism cross section. By the discussion in Section 2, any 
*-homomorphism is completely positive. 
Remark. It follows immediately from Theorem 5.3 that if (I’, , V,) satisfies 
hypothesis (H), then the conclusions of Theorem 4.1 hold. 
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JVhen K( Jr1 , V-a) # + co, a( U, Q, ,X)/x is commutative and its maximal 
ideal space has a canonical embedding Y in (T x {O, l})a discussed in Section 4. 
A precise identification of I’ is now possible in terms of T7 and Q. Recall that 
u,,,(N) E 17(77’(N)) (see Section 2). 
THEORIDI 5.4. If K( I; , L’;,) is $nite, then 
I- = ((A, 1, i, 0): h E T n a,,,(QCQ)j 
u{(h,O,;\,l):h~Tn um[(I - Q) C(I - ON. 
Proof. ive have for w L wr , 6 = 6, 
T n u,,,(QUQ) z T n {hrr’(QUQ): h’ E JI’] 
-= T n (6(y) W(Y): JJ E IT} 
= (w(y): y E Y and S(y) = 1:. 
A similar expression holds for T n a,,,[(1 -,o) L:(I - Q)]. The desired result 
follows from the fact that y = (w(y), S(y), w(y), 1 - 6(y)) for all y in I-. 
COROLLaRY 5.5. For K(V~ , V,) jinite, Y is maximal if and only if T is con- 
tained in o,,,(QUQ) n a,,,[(1 - Q) U(I - Q)]. 
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 5.4. 
Now for X the embedding of the maximal ideal space of @(pi , pa) in C” 
discussed in Section 4, we have 
COROLLARY 5.6. The space X contains 
T x {k A E T n a,,,(QUQ)) LJ (A: X E T n 0,,,[(1- Q) C(I -- Q)]J x 1’. 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 5.4 and Lemma 4.2. 
In the following sections, we will prove “index theorems” for Fredholm 
operators in a(I;, , V,) where (J7i , V,) satisfies hypothesis (I-I). The analysis 
divides naturally into three cases: K( V, , JTa) finite and nonzero, K( J/1 , J,) == 0, 
and K( vi , V,) -- + GO. We discuss examples of each of these cases as we proceed. 
,411 of our results depend on a choice of “coordinates” (I; , J-a) for the algebra 
CT == @(VI ) V,). On the other hand, it turns out that enough distinctions can be 
drawn from the Fredholm theory to prove that 1 K( r1 , J’a)I is a unitary invariant 
for the algebra 0? -2 = a( V, , JTz). 
It will be useful in our analysis to have the following technical results. 
LEMMA 5.7. If (1; , I/‘) satisfies the hypotheses qf Section 5 (i.e., II = 0, .X’ 
infinite dimensional, and [V2*, L’J compact) then for C( LFl , VJ :I 
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[Vz*, V,] (V, - I) [V2*, V2] we find that I + C(V, , V,) is semi-Fredholm with 
K(V, , V,) = -index(l + C(V, , V,)). 
Proof. We have 
Ii WI, .V2) = [Vz”, V,] vp2*, V,] + v2v2* 
and, by Theorem 3.1, this is unitarily equivalent to 
El 0 [Q + (I - 0) U(I - Q)] + (I - 6) 0 I. 
The desired result follows at once from the discussion at the beginning of this 
section. 
LEMMA 5.8. If (V, , V,) satisfies the hypotheses of Section 5 and K( VI , V,) 
is Jinite then [VI*, V,] [V2*, V,] is compact. 
Proof. Direct computation using the formulas of Theorem 3.1 shows that 
i([V,*, V,] [V2*, VJ) = PO @ UQU*(I - Q). 
The result now follows from the fact (discussed at the beginning of this section) 
that K(vl , V,) finite implies that (I- Q) UQ is compact. 
6. THE CASE K(V~, V2) FINITE AND NONZERO 
We recall that for K(V, , I’,) finite, GZ(U, Q, X)/X is commutative (see the 
discussion in Section 5). For IC(V, , V,) finite and nonzero, by Theorem 5.1 
@U, Q, X) is unitarily equivalent to a subalgebra of @(B+ , P+) (OZ(B+ , P.k) 
contains Z). It is not hard to give directly a positive linear cross section for 
r’: Gk’(B+ , P+) ---f U(B+ , P+)/S [12] so by restriction we can construct such a 
cross section for rr’: a( U, Q, X) -+ @(U, Q, X)/Z. Thus, we have an alter- 
native, in this special case, to using the general result of [3], as was done in 
Section 4. 
THEOREM 6.1. For K(V, , V,) finite and nonzero, Y is maximal so X of 
Section 4 is T’. There are Fredholm operators in @(V, , V,) of the form I + C for 
C in U( V, , V,) which have index K(V, , V,). If T;l + C is Fredholm in OZ( V, , V,) 
then A = eD and 
T, + C = erD(I + C’) 
for C’ in %‘(V, , V,) and I + C’ Fredholm. For sOme integers n, , a2 , 
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(1 & ;i’) i[e-Q( I; + C)] (.) is homotopic tofFl( .)f(,‘?(.) with jL , .fJ as in Thcor~m 
4.7 and zc:e hazle 
Sow direct computation shows that 
,,,,(P+B:“P_ ) T v ;oi, 
n,,,[(Z - P,) B,*“(I - P+)] = 7’ U 10:. 
It follows from Corollary 5.5 that I; is maximal. The operators B, and B, of 
Theorem 4.7 have the form I-:- C for C in ‘??( k; , 1,) and a direct computation 
shows that 
index(B,) == index(B,,) = -- K( I,-, , I -?). 
The remaining conclusions follow immediately from Theorems 4.6 and 4.7. 
The remainder of this section is devoted to consideration of a farnil!? of 
examples (1; , L-J all of which satisfy hypothesis (H). This family arises naturally 
in the studv of difference operators in certain planar domains. We start with the 
discrete quarter-plane Z+ x Z, and consider subsemigroups S of %, ’ %_ 
such that 
z_ X Z_\,S is finite, (Cl) 
and 
if (n, m) is in S then so are (71 -{- 1, m) and (rz, rrz + 1). (C2) 
Kext, let W’(S) be the subspace of 112(P) consisting of those functions whose 
Fourier transforms are supported in S and denote by Ps the orthogonal pro- 
jection from LL(T2) onto W(S). We consider the Wiener-Hopf operators I’,, 
on W(S) where b is in Lz(T2) and Tbf = P,(bf) for f in ET”(S). It is easy to 
check for .z, EC the usual complex coordinate functions of T” that TZ , T,,. are 
commuting isometries on W(S) with TZT, purely nonunitary (N := (0)) and of 
infinite multiplicity (A?’ infinite dimensional) which satisfy hypothesis (H). We 
will be interested in the algebras 
as = Ql(TZ , T,,: T, , T,. acting on N’(S)). 
'IIHEOREXI 6.2. For Tr , T, acting on N’(S) zuith S snti.$ving (c’), .z0e hare 
K(T~, T,,.) 1. 
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Proof. For Y any nonnegative integer, we define 
R, = inf{m: (m, lt2 + y) E Sj, 
k-r = inf(m: (m + r, m) E S}. 
It follows from Condition (C) that only finitely many K,‘s are nonzero and 
k,<k,-,dk,-tl, r >, 1, 
k, - 1 -< K,-, < K, , Y < 0. 
Now we consider the unitary mapping R = R, from H*(T) @ /s(Z) onto H’(S) 
given by 
R(x” @ e,) = (.zzu)n+‘~ wm, 
R(z” @ e,) = (zw)%+~% dm’, 
A direct computation shows that 
R(T, @)I) R* = T,, , 
m > 0, 
m < 0. 
R*T,R = T, @ B,*Q, + I @ B+*(I - Qs), 
where B, is the bilateral shift described earlier (B+e, = en+,) and Qs is the 
orthogonal projection with range 
(e,: m > 0 and k, = k,-,) & (e,: m < 0 and k, = k,-1 -l- 1). 
Thus, Qs is a finite rank perturbation of P+ (the projection from L’.,(Z) onto 
&(Z+)) and it is easy to check that 
4Tz T TJ = index Q.sB+*Q.s IOWA,
= index[QsB+*Qs  (I- Qdl 
= index[P+B+*P+ + (I - P+)] 
= 1. 
We observe that the algebra as is just the Fourier transform of the C*-algebra 
generated by all difference operators on e,(S) and is hence of independent 
interest. In view of Theorem 6.2, we may apply Theorem 6.1 and our earlier 
results to the pair( T,, T,) on H2(S)and the algebras as for S satisfying condition 
(C). In fact, since 2, x Z+\S is finite, the Fredholm theory for fls could be 
obtained directly from the corresponding theory for AZ+XZ+ [15]. It should also 
be noted that Theorem 5.1 can be turned around to provided examples of pairs 
(Vi , V,) with K(V, , I/,) arbitrary. These examples are, in a certain sense, 
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artificial. 11-e are more interested in examples which “arise naturally,” such as 
the flS . In Section 9, it will be shown that there are “natural” pairs (1-r . 7,) 
contained in MS with K(V, , Ir2) arbitrary positive integers. 
It should be noted that in the family of examples discussed here, there is an 
ambiguity of notation since TA refers in general to the element of @(b-i , I,,) 
defined in Section 3 for A in a(pr , p2) while we also have IViener-Hopf 
operators ?I , for b in L%(T”), acting on H’(S). In this cast, the ambiguity is 
resolved bv noting that S == T2 and checking that 71, ym~ T,,,* where * is the 
Gelfand transform of A and 7’,!- is a Wiener-Hopf operator on W(S). 
7. THE CASE K(I;, I'?) ;= 0 
\\‘e consider the most complicated case in our trichotomy. -4s before, we 
assume that H = 0 and 2’ is infinite dimensional with (Vr , V2) a pair of 
commuting isometries satisfying Hypothesis (H). In addition, we now assume 
that ~(1~~ , 1;) =: 0. We shall see that the space Y (discussed in Sections 4 
and 5) need not be maximal in this case. In fact, a good deal of effort will be spent 
on identifying I’ in various examples. On the other hand we shall see that it is 
possible to prove a general “index theorem” in this case. 
\Ve begin with 
LEnuu.4 7.1. If K(T/; , v2) = 0, the quOtif?nt map n’: a( Lj7, 0, x) -+ 
CY( li’, Q, S)LF has a *-isomorphism cross section. 
Proof. From the prc of of Theorem 5.1, we see that there is a unitary R 
mapping /?(Z+) onto S’ so that R*UR is a compact perturbation of the direct 
sum of two diagonal ape ‘ators. Moreover, we may choose the first of these 
diagonal operators, D, , to have matrix entries in T n a,,,(QUQ) while the 
second, D, , can be chosen with entries in T n a,,,((I - Q) U(I - Q)) (see [33] 
and Theorem 5.1). If either of the sets of the previous sentence are empty, we 
take the corresponding diagonal direct summand to act on the trivial space, (03. 
\i-c note that 
R”QR = D,{l, 1, I,... } 9 D,;O, 0, 0 ,... > -~ k; 3 
R*UR I= D,{q , , 01~ a3 ,... $ @ D,{p, , ,B2 , & ,... 1 -f- k; 
for (cq}, {pi> as indicated above and Ki , h*, compact. For z’ the embedding of 
the maximal ideal space of e%(U, Q, ,X)/X in C* discussed previously, and f 
in C(I), we define, using Theorem 5.4, 
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It is clear that Rr(f)R* E p(f) defines a *-homomorphism from C(Y) into 
B(P). It is easy to check that p(w) and p(6) are in 6!!(U, Q, X) for w, 6 
as in Section 5 and since w, 6 generate C(Y), we see that p maps C(Y) into 
a( U, Q, X). Again checking on the generators zu, 6 we see that r’p = 1 where we 
make the canonical identification between 02( U, Q, X)/X and C(Y). It follows 
that p is a *-isomorphism and a cross section for ?T’. 
Remark. It follows from the proof above that {ai} and {/I;} are dense in 
T n c,,,(QUQ) and T n uess((.Z - Q) U(1- Q)), respectively. This is also 
clear from [33]. 
THEOREM 7.2. IfI + C is Fredholm with C in %?( VI , V,) and K( VI , VJ = 0, 
then index(1 + C) =- 0. 
Proof. By Lemma 7.1, the quotient map r’: a( U, Q, K) + a( U, Q, X)/X 
has a *-isomorphism cross section p. Recall also that by Theorem 3.5, i(g) = 
.z? @ 0Z( U, Q). If I + C is Fredholm then by Theorem 4.1, I + (1 @ n’) i(C) is 
invertible and so I + (1 @ pr’) i(C) is invertible. Because i(C) is in 
Z @ a( U, Q), it is easy to check that 
(1 @PST’) i(C) - i(C) 
is compact. Hence, i(l+ C) is a compact perturbation of an invertible and is 
Fredholm of index zero. Since i is unitarily implemented, the desired conclusion 
follows. 
We can now prove a general “index theorem. ” This result is not “intrinsic” 
to the algebra a( Vi , V,) since it involves elements of Ol(T,) @ OZ( U, Q, ,X) 
which may not be in iG!(V, , V,). We write .z? for the set of invertible elements 
in B(Z) of the form I + K for K compact. Note that by the discussion in 
Section 2, if N in OZ(T,) @ M(U, Q, Z) has (1 @ n’) (N) = 1, then 
(nOl)(N>(4=I+K( > h z w ere K(z) is in Z for each x in T with the canon- 
ical identification between @L,) @ a( U, Q, X) and C( T, Ol( U, Q, .X)). Now 
let 
F0 = {N: N Fredholm in a( T,) @ 02( U, Q, X) and (1 @ rr’) (N) = I}. 
It is easy to check that n @ 1 maps 9a onto C( T, 9) and ((n @ 1) (N) (.), I) is 
the symbol of N in se. Next, choose any rank-one orthogonal projection, P, 
on X”. Going back to the proof of Theorem 4.7, we see that 
f(z) c I + (z - 1) P 
is a generator for [T, .%?I and I @ (I - P) + T, @ P has symbol (f(.), I) and 
index -1. 
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THEOREM 7.3. lf K( VI , VJ = 0 then for p a “-isomorphism cross section to 
r’ (see Lemma 7.1) and TA + C Fredholm in M( VI , VJ 
-V = i(TA t C) (1 @ p) [(I @, n') i(T, of- Cl)] ’ 
is in <F. Hence, [(r @ I) (A’) (.)I = [f(.)lfr~ in [T, .z@] for some inte,yer m and 
indes(T, + C) :-I --m. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.1, (1 @ rr’) i(TA -C C) is invertible. B!* Lemma 7.1. 
p is a *-isomorphism. Hence, it follows from the discussion in Section 2 that 
1 @ p is a *-homomorphism so that (1 0 p) [( 1 GJ T’) i( T, L C)]-’ is inver- 
tible. It follows that 
index(N) = index(T, -t- C). 
Finally, it is easy to check that (1 (8 rr’) (N) =- I. The remaining statement 
follows from the previous discussion. 
Remark. Instead of z’(TA + C), we could have taken any Fredholm operator 
in a( T,) @ a( U, Q, L%?) in the above theorem. 
It should be noted that the results of Sections 4 and 5 apply in the present 
case. In particular, Fredholm operators in LY(v, , I,) are determined by Theo- 
rem 4.4. Moreover, we have 
‘rHEORFiM 7.4. If K( I11 , PT2) = 0 and Y is maximal then for T 1 + C Fredholm 
in a( P’r , I’*), index(TA + C) = 0. 
Proof. Immediate from Theorems 4.6 and 7.2. 
In the remainder of this section, we shall study a family of examples of 
particular interest which arise in classical analysis on the unit circle. For H2( T) 
the usual Hardy space of square-integrable functions on T we recall that an 
inner function 9 is an element of H*(T) such that 1 I/J ] = 1 a.e. 5ow consider the 
Toeplitz operators Tb defined on N’(T) in Section 2 for b bounded and measur- 
able on T. It is easy to check that for #r , $a inner, T&, and T$, are commuting 
isometries on W?(T). Moreover, using elementary properties of inner functions 
and of H?( T) [25], it is easy to check that unless #r~,!~a is finite Blaschke product, 
H = (0) and ~8” is infinite dimensional. Hypothesis (H) is less easy to verify. 
In general, for inner (Gr , $a, [Tz2, T,J is not compact, However, [TT2 , T,J is 
compact sufficiently often to make pairs of the form (T*, , T,2) interesting to us. 
As in Section 6, there is an ambiguity of notation in this family of examples 
since we have in general TA , for A in a( 17, , pa\,,, as an element of LZ’( I’, , I’J 
while tZ!(Ttil , T&,) 1 a so contains various Toeplitz operators Tb . The problem 
is more complex here, since we have not identified X precisely. We have, 
however, 
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THEOREM 7.5. There is a unitary RR, mapping L2(T) onto L’(T) @ X’ so that 
RR,*pG,R,, = L+, and RR, maps H*(T) onto H*(T) @ &” with i(T,j) = R,,T*,RO* 
for j = 1, 2 and i as in Section 3. 
Proof. We note first the nontrivial fact that (Ltil , L,,) is a minimal commuting 
unitary extension for (T$, , Ttiz) [8]. The theorem now follows from the unique- 
ness of minimal commuting extensions [27] previously mentioned. 
Now using Theorem 7.5, define or(A) in a(#, , zJ~) by 
R,*AR, = Lx(,) 
for A in 6Y( Tti’*, , FtiZ). Then 01 maps 6Y( ptil , Fti’,,, *-isomorphically onto @I/, , #2) 
and T, = T,c,) by Theorem 7.5 where T,(,) is an ordinary Toeplitz operator 
and TA is defined in Theorem 3.7. 
Next, we give an elementary known [32] condition for [T,*, , T&J to be 
compact. For I/ inner, let S(#) be the closed singular set of # [251. 
LEMMA 7.6. If S($,) n S(z,b,) = ia, then [T,X, , T/J is compact. 
Proof. Since S(#,) n S(#,) = ia, there is a continuous function g such that 
g : 0 on S(#,) and g = I on S(I,~~). Now using standard properties of Toeplitz 
operators, we see that T$,T*, = TG~*, while 
T,,T$, = T&5 + T,-,I Tt~s = T~~T(I-G~ + T,,T$z + compact 
= T~l(~+~p+~~c~2 + compact 
= T+,d, + compact. 
Here, the key fact is that for f continuous and 6 bounded measurable, 
T,T,, = Tfb + compact. 
Remark. At the end of this section we give more technical sufficient condi- 
tions for [T,*2 , T&J to be compact when S(#,) n S(lG2) is nonempty. In fact, it 
follows from our results that #i , #2 exist with S(#,), S(#2) arbitrary and [ T$ , T,J 
compact. 
THEOREM 7.7. If z,bl , t,b2 are inner functions such that [Tgt , TJ is compact 
then K(T,~, Tfiz) = 0. 
Proof. It follows from Lemma 5.7 that 
K(T,~ , T,J = --indexW - Tti2T.$ T$, + T*2T,*,l 
where (I - T$,T,*,) T$, + T,zTti: is semi-Fredholm. Now by a known result of 
Frostman, Newman [23, 291 it is easy to check that there are inner functions 
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&‘, i _- 1, 2 which are arbitrarily small perturbations of #i such that Gi’ arc 
Blaschke products and Z(&‘) n 2(1/s’) = 0, where Z(4) is the zero set of J,. 
By perturbation invariance of the index, we see that 
Direct computation now shows that 
ker{(I - T,s,T2z,) T$,, i- Tti. ,,T;A,j = (01, 
ker{T$141 - Gs,T$2,) + Tb,,Tb, , *,’ z.z {Oi, 
so that K( T*, , Ttiz) = 0. The computation of the above kernels uses standard 
facts about Hz(T) [25]. 
For (T*,; T&z) with [T$, T*,l compact, we now use the representation of 
Theorem 3.1. Because of Theorem 7.7, we see that Theorem 5.4 holds. Thus, 
we wish to determine u,,,(QUQ) and a,,,[(1 - Q) U(I - Q)] for Q, U as in 
Section 5. We denote the maximal ideal space of H”(T) by .&‘(H”) and recall 
[25] that the open unit disc is canonically embedded in .X(HW) by the evaluation 
map, ezA(f) --f(x). Let 
D = {ew,: I x ; -: 1) 
be this embedded disc. For / X / < 1, let K,(z) = (1 - ; h /O)i/% (1 - xz)-l so that 
j/ K,, I/ = 1 and (f, K,) = (1 - ’ X /“)t/‘f(x). We note that for # in H”(T), - 
T&*k,i = #(A) k, . 
THEOREM 7.8. If [T& , T,,] is compact, then for each h in. Y(Hm)\D, 
maxIi $,(h)i , I $,(W = 1. 
Proof. It follows from Theorem 7.7 and Lemma 5.8 that (I- T,,T,*2) 
(I -- T,,T,*,) is compact. Now suppose h is in A’(H”)\D and J,(h) = 0. By the 
Corona theorem [II] there is a net {x,} with / z, I < 1 so that &(z,) + 0, 
$&,> - &(h), and kZb - 0 (weakly). Applying (I -- T,,T$) (I - TdlT,*I) to 
k we check easily that 1 $,(h)l = 1. If y$(h) == a for j a 1 < 1, then 
[?i , T(, --n)l(l-6$1j] is compact and we conclude by the previous argument that 
j c&l) z-* 1. 
THEOREM 7.9. For [T$ , T,J compact alzd CT, Q as in Theorem 3.1 and 
Section 5. we have 
T n o,,,(QUQ) 3 {@): G,(h) = 0, h E .@W=)\D:, 
T A n,,,[(I - Q) U(I - Q)] 3 (J,(h): J,(h) :_ 0, A E A’(H”)\Dj. 
580127iI-6 
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Proof. We note first that 
T n &QUQ) = T n ~~~~(6 0 QUQ> 
= T n u.&“$ - T,,T,*,)l. 
Suppose that for h in A(H”)\O, 1,8,(h) = 0. By the Corona theorem [l l] there 
is a net {z,}, 1 z, 1 < 1, such that ev, 31 + h. Direct computation now shows that 
V,*2(1- T,J,*,) - IFe(h)l hzx - 0. 
Further, j &(h)j = 1 by Theorem 7.8 and k, - 0 (weakly) so J,(h) is in 
T n ~dT’*z(~ - TQ’,*1)1. Th e second inclusion follows from the first by 
noting that 
COROLLARY 7.10. For & = z, & = 9) we have 
S(V) C T n uess[(I - Q) Up - PII 
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 7.9 and standard properties of inner 
functions [25]. 
THEOREM 7.11. The maximal ideal space X of OZ( p’, , Tq) for v inner and 
T;, , ?“@ as in Section 3, with the embedding in T2 described in Section 4, is given by 
X = S(v) x T u {@, ~(4): A $ S(F):. 
Proof. By Corollaries 5.6 and 7.10, X contains S(v) x T. Suppose (A, w) 
is in X and h is not in S(v). Using Theorem 7.5, we see that this is equivalent to 
the existence of a complex homomorphism h of GY(z, v) such that h(z) = A, 
h(p) = w. By an elementary argument, w = v(h). Moreover, for each h not in 
S(v), such an h exists, namely, h = e-v,, .
COROLLARY 7.12. For the pair (T, , T,) with y any discontinuous inner 
function, we have 
T n ues,(Q~-Q> = m , 
Tn ~esd(~ - Q) V - 811 = S(v). 
Proof. Q is rank one so the first part is immediate. By Corollary 5.6, X 
contains 
G” n ud(I - Q) u(I - Q>13 x T 
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and it follows from Theorem 7.11 that T n a,,,[(1 -- Q) U(I - Q)] is contained 
in S(q). The reverse inclusion is given in Corollary 7.10. 
Remark. By Corollary 7.12 and Theorem 5.4, we have determined the space 
Y of Section 4 for (T, , T,). The method of [2] can also be used in this case to 
compute cr,,,[(.T - 8) U(I - Q)]. 
We can now give a completely intrinsic “index theorem” for the algebra 
O’(T, , j”,) with 9 an arbitrary discontinuous inner function. By Corollar!, 4.5. 
For TA +- C in G!(T, , T,) to be Fredholm it is necessary that A^ -~ 0 ant{ 
-1 ^ (A, ,-A) have winding number zero in z for each A in S(T). 
'~HEOREJI 7.13. If S = S(q) x T u {(A, v(h)): X g S(F); jLr 9; a discontinuous 
inner function and f is a nonvanishing continuous complex-valued junction on AIs 
such that j(q EC) has w-winding number zero fm all z in S(p), then there is LZ 
continuous g on T’ and an integer n so that 
f(z, zc) == 2~‘~ exp[g(z, z0)} 
Proof. Suppose f js(Qu)xT can be extended to a continuous f on T’ with 
I+ 0 and j(z, .) having winding number zero for each Z. Then for J;, f’ i 
we see that 
fo :s(dxr yz (iii f i)ls!m)*r . 
I\Ioreover, f/j0 1 f i is continuous on X andj/j” f ! _: t on S’(y) j,, 7’. 1Ye define 
a continuous function fi on T” hy writing 
Clcarly,fi(a, .) has winding number zero for each Z. Finally, we havej .fl.f,i : f 
so f Z” exp(g(z, oc)} by standard function theory on I”. 
To construct the extcnsionJoff ZS(m)XT we proceed by noting that 7’ S(p) is ;1 
countable union of disjoint open arcs 
where y, (a: , b,) has endpoints aj , bj in S(p). If the length , y, ! is sufficicntl! 
small (say yj < 8) compared to the modulus of continuity and the lower 
bound on f :s(WjXT then we extendf ,S(g,,yT to (oi , bi) ,<: 7’ linearly in 3 for each 
fixed W. For the finitely many yj with j ‘yj ~ ;; 6, wc extend/ !s(V~ .:7‘ to (n, h,) 7’ 
by using the homotopy betweenf(aj , .) andf(bj , .). 
Sow forfas in Theorem 7.13, we taken = Q) such thatf J” czp~,,~(:. 7~);. 
V’c shall see that n(f) is uniquely determined. 
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THEOREM 7.14. If TA + C is Fredholm in Q!( T, , T,) then index( TA + C) = 
--n(A). TA is Fredholm if and only if A” # 0 and A^(& zx) has z-winding number 
zero for all h in S(v) so n(f) is unique for allf in Theorem 7.13. 
Proof. It follows from Theorem 7.13 and Corollary 4.5 that if T,., + C is 
Fredholm in lZ(Tz , T,), we must have 
A = (I?,)% e0 
for Ti;, the unitary extension of i( T,) discussed in Section 3 and D in CY( p”, , p,J 
with n = n(A^). Then 
TA + C = (TexpD -+ CT,*“) T,” ?Z>O 
= T,*-“(T,,,, + T;“C) n < 0, 
and since TeXgu + C’ = erD(l + C”) for C’ and C” in ??(Tz , T,), the index 
formula follows by applying Theorem 7.2 and elementary properties of Fredholm 
operators. That T,,, is Fredholm if and only if A* f 0 and A”(& zx) has 
x-winding number zero for all X in S(v) is just a restatement of Corollary 4.5. 
It follows that for f of Theorem 7.13, f = A^ for A in 02( T’, , TV”,, with TA 
Fredholm and index( TA) = -n(f). Since A* determines TA , it follows that 
n(f) is unique. 
We concluded this section with some promised sufficient conditions for 
[T,*, , Tdl] to be compact. 
THEOREM 7.15. Let & and &, be Blaschke products with distinct simple zeros 
{a,) and {b,,), respectively. If {&(b,)} and {&(a,)} are the zero sets (with multi- 
plicities) of Blaschke products, then [ T$ , T$ and [T< , T,J [T$ , T,,] are 
Hilbert-Schmidt operators and ;f jj /I2 is the Hzlbert-Schmzdt norm 
Proof. Using Theorem 3.1, Lemma 5.8, and elementary properties of the 
Hilbert-Schmidt norm (in particular, the fact that 11 AUII, = /I A (I2 for U 
unitary) we see that 
c*-ALGEBRAS OF COMMI!TII\;G ISOMETKIE!: x3 
for Q, U as in Section 5. Again using Theorem 3.1, we find that (U, (2) is uni- 
tarily equivalent to (U’, Q’) where 
and note that {e, , fn: m, n > l} form a complete orthonormal basis for ker (T(!t&,) 
(see [2]). Clearly Q’e, = 0 and Q’f% = fn . Direct computation shows that 
Thus, when expressed in terms of the basis (e, , jk;z>, the sum of the squares of 
the moduli of the off-main-diagonal entries in a column of U’ is 1 - j &(b,)iz or 
1 - / #Ju,)~~ and so the sum of all squared moduli of off-main-diagonal entries 
in the matrix for U’ is 
The desired estimate now follows easily. 
COROLLARY 7.16. Let E and F be closed subsets of T. Then there exist inner 
functions $I , z,& with S(#,) = E, S(#,) = F and [T,*, , T,J is Hilbert-Schmidt. 
Proof. For 1 a 1 < 1 we write pa E (z - u) (1 -~- da)~ l. Let (e,,,; be a 
sequence in E whose cluster points are all of E and let {fn} be a sequence of 
points in F whose cluster points are all of F. For 0 < Y < 1 and t,,, = Yang’, 
s, = Gn+l)‘, we write a, = (1 - t,) enz and 6,‘ 2; (1 - s,) fn . Then direct 
computation shows that, by virtue of Theorem 7.15, 
have the desired properties. 
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8. THE CASE K( V, , V2) = + 00 
Our analysis of this case depends heavily on Theorem 5.1. We recall that as 
an easy consequence of Theorem 5.1 there is a *-isomorphism J’ mapping 
a(U, Q, .X)/Z onto @(B+*, P+) with j(n’U) = B+* and j(,‘Q) = P+ . The 
algebra M(B+*, P+) is well understood [12]. In particular, LZ(B+*, P+) is the 
Fourier transform of the algebra of singular integral operators on T and it is 
known that for Z the algebra of all compact operators on /a(Z), Z is the com- 
mutator ideal in Ol(B,*, PJ and 0!((B+*, P+)jS is *-isomorphic to the algebra 
of all continuous functions on two disjoint copies of the circle. We let 
n”: O!(B+*, P+) + @(B+*, P+)/x be the canonical quotient map. 
Following the development of Section 4, we write 
WV = vpl,), h(n) 
for h in M, the maximal ideal space of 0Z(pi , pa), and let X = G(M). We also 
consider the space M’ of complex homomorphisms of ~‘a( U, Q) and give M’ 
the standard embedding in C4 by defining 
@‘(h’) = (h’n’ly h’?T’Q, h’?r’U*, h’7r’(I - Q)) 
for h’ in M’ (recall that U, = U, &r = Q, U, = U”, &s = I - Q) and writing 
Y = O’(M’). Carrying over the notation of Section 4, we set w,(y) = w(y), 
6,(y) E S(y) so that 
Y = (We(Y), YY), 4Yh 1 - S(Y)) 
for y in Y. By our earlier comments, M’ can be identified naturally with the 
maximal ideal space of O!(B+*, P+)/Z. If A is in a( p1 , pa), we write A”(z, , zs) 
for the Gelfand transform of A on X. 
THEOREM 8.1. In the case K(V, , v,) = j-co, Y is maximal and X = T2. 
Proof. It is known that for arbitrary h in T, there are complex homomor- 
phisms wh, w,,’ of @(B+*, PJ so that [12] 
WA@,“) = A, %(P+) = 1, 
o+‘(B+*) = h, q’(P+) = 0. 
Taking h = We 0 J’ and h' = wA’ oj we see that for arbitrary X in T, (h, 1, 1, 0) 
and (A, 0, r\, 1) are in Y so Y is maximal in the sense of Section 4. As in Lemma 
4.2, we note that 
and an easy adaptation of the proof of Lemma 4.2 yields the desired result. 
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Proof. By Theorems 4.1 and 5.3, if T, -1. C is Fredholm then 
(1 c_;‘ in’) (T., I- C) must be invertible. Hence 
(1 3 n”j,‘) ;( TA -1 C) 
must also be invertible. Now, as in Theorem 4.3, we use the identification oi 
I,??( 7’:) 8) CT(rr’yr’ L-;, ~“jz-‘Q) with C( Y, @(T,)) t o show that for arbitrarv .? in 
a( r, , pa) and C in %(‘(I/1 , 7.-a) 
(1 g d’jr’) i(TJ(y) :: l:h(A.l)(.j , 
(I (2, Tr’i’d) i(C)(y) ---_ fq y), 
where K&V) is compact for each y and 
for all 2 in II’. The desired conclusion follows, as in Theorem 4.6, from the 
maximality of Y and the known properties of invertible elements in M(T,) 
(see Section 2). 
\\*e can establish now the main result in Fredholm theory for fl(V, , I,! 
with K( I,., , J,) : fx. 
THEOREM 8.3. If K(L; , I’,) = + u3 and TA f C is Fredholm in Of( VI , V,) 
then index(T, + C) == 0. 
Proof. By Theorem 8.2, it T,4 + C is Fredholm then .-I mm= eD and it is 
easy to check that e-TD( TA + C) = I + C’. Further, by Lemma 5.2 the quotient 
map r’ has a *-homomorphism cross section. It follows exactly as in the proof 
of Theorem 7.2 that I + C’ is a compact perturbation of an invertible in R(S) 
and so TA + C is also a compact perturbation of an invertible in B(S). 
Examples of the case ~(k’r , Va) = +co can be constructed using Theorem 
5.1. On the other hand, we are not aware of any “natural” examples. 
9. PROPERTIES OF K(V,, V2) 
As noted in Section 5, tc(li, , I,) is a unitary invariant of the ordered pair 
(J., , I;,). Using results from previous sections, we shall now establish some 
properties of K(., .) which can be used in the study of the examples considered 
in Section 6. We shall demonstrate also that 1 K( rI . Gr,)/ is a unitary invariant of 
the C*-algebra r!Z(V, , V,). To be p recise, we consider pairs of commuting 
isometrics (J-r , V,) such that [I,‘,*, VI] is compact, II I- Ii( I *r , J’,) _ {O? (
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and .%?’ E Z’(V, , V,) is infinite dimensional. Here H and Z’ are the Hilbert 
spaces described in Section 3. The set of all pairs satisfying the above conditions 
will be denoted by F. Clearly, y( V, , V,) E (V, , V,) maps 9 onto itself. 
We now can prove 
THEOREM 9.1. If kl , K, are positizx integers and (VI , V,) is in 9 then 
( vtl, v,“z) is ah in 9. we have K 0 y = K a&d 
Proof. Using the properties of H and X” discussed in Section 3, it is easy 
to check that (V& V,“z) is in @ if (vi , v,) is. To show that K o y = K, we recall 
that 
E index U(I - Q) U*UU*U*U(I - Q) U* Iu(I--o)u,~ 
= index (I - Q) U*(I - Q) j(l-o)~~ 
= K(V, > v,>- 
The last step follows from the discussion of Section 5 and Theorem 5.1. 
If K(Vl , v,) = 0, then applying Lemma 5.7 to (V,“1, Y,ka) yields 
K( VF, V,“z) = -index[1+ C( V?, V?)] 
and noting that C(Vt1, V,“z) is in U(V, , Vs), we use Theorem 7.2 to conclude 
that K(vfl, @) = 0. 
If K(Vl , V,) is finite and nonzero, then using Lemma 5.7 and Theorem 4.3 
with S(y) = S,(y) and w(y) = w,(y), we see that 
(1 @ a’) i[I + C( VP, V?)](y) = I + (1 - G(y))(w(y)“’ - 1)(1- T:TF) 
and using Theorem 4.7, we find that (1 @ P’) i[l + C(@, V2)] (.) is homo- 
topic to jr(.)% in C(Y, R). It follows from Theorem 6.1 and Lemma 5.7 that 
Finally, if K(Vl , V,) = +03, we use Theorems 3.1 and 5.1 to explicitly 
evaluate the index of I + C(V,“l, V,). We find that I + C(V?, V,) is unitarily 
equivalent to a compact perturbation of 
on Hz(T) @ 8..(Z) @ /s(Z). Hence, by Lemma 5.7, K(V$, V,) = + 00. Now 
using K 0 y = K, we see that K(V2 , l+) = + co, whence, by the previous 
argument, K(vzkg, V,“l) = $-co and so K(v,“l, V,“z) = t-00. 
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Remark. It follows from Theorem 9.1 that if T, , T,,. are the generators of 
Us discussed in Section 6, then for k, , k, positive 
,c(T;‘, T;) = k,k, . 
The algebras GZ(TT,k”, T?: T T, acting on H’(S)) arise as the Fourier trans- 
forms of interesting subalgeidras of difference operators on d,(S). 
We now wish to establish that 1 K(I; , T,)j is a unitary invariant for the 
C’*-algebra @‘(Pi , YJ, By this we mean that for pairs ( I *I , I T2) and (I -i’, I ??‘) 
in *F, if there is a unitary R with ROl(Vl , K2) R* U( I-,‘, lmL’), we must have 
THEOREM 9.2. For (VI , V,) ifz 9, / K( VI , 7/,) i.s n 2dnitar.y invariant -for 
a(L; , VJ. 
Proof. Suppose R@(V, , VJ R* x a( Vr’, V,‘) for some unitary R. Then 
for V; : : R*V:R, Vl = R*V,‘R it is clear that (b.J , Vl) is in 3 and 
OZ(Vl , V2) z=. @(V;l , Vi) with (V; , Vi) unitarily equivalent to (V,‘, V,‘) (as 
pairs). Since K( VI’, V,‘) = K(V~ , Vl), we need only show that 1 ~(7: , I/-a)’ 
1 K( c-f ) kg . 
Suppose ~(1’~ , V,) = 0. Then by Theorems 4.8 and 7.2 fl(VJ , TTl) has the 
property that for I + C semi-Fredholm with C in %?, index(1 + C) -.:: 0. This 
violates Lemma 5.7 Unless K(vT , vi) = 0. 
If 1 K(V, , V,)l is finite and nonzero, the possibility that K( I;;’ , Irl) = 0 is 
ruled out by the argument above. If K(V;~ , Vi) := -+co, Lemtna 5.7 yields a 
semi-Fredholm operator of the form I + C which is not Fredholm, contra- 
dicting Theorem 4.8. Thus, we may assume / K(V;~ , I’;)1 is finite and nonzero. 
If t &‘I , v,)i f 1 K( I’;’ , Vl)] , then by Theorem 6.1 we have the contradiction 
that / K(V~ , V&i and I IC(V: , Vl)l divide each other. Hence, 1 K(I; , I’?) :- 
/ K(v;l , v;)l . 
Finally, the possibility that K(V, , V,) == +m and K(V: , 1-i) + -I- 7~1 is 
ruled out as a logical consequence of the previous arguments. 
Remark. Pairs (V, , V,) with K( V, , V2) < 0 exist by the construction of 
Theorem 5.1. In particular, we can take U = B,” and Q = I’+ with k positive 
to get ( Frr , Va) with K(V, , V,) = -k. Such pairs do not seem to arise in a 
natural way. It is likely that, in fact, K(V, , V,) rather than just I K(V~ , V,)l is a 
unitary invariant for a( V, , V,). We have been unable to prove this. 
In view of Theorem 9.2, we return to the examples considered in Sections 6. 
We recall that by Theorem 6.2, K(T~, T,) = 1 for T, , T, acting on H”(S) 
for any S satisfying Condition (C). Hence, we have no obstruction to fls and 
Crc,, being unitarily equivalent for distinct S and S’ satisfying Condition (C). 
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THEOREM 9.3. For any S satisfying Condition (C) of Section 6, as is unitarily 
equivalent to GYz+,, . + 
Proof. We use a different description of S than the one of Theorem 6.2. 
For (m, n) in Z+ x 2, , let 
Now we define 
n, = inf{n: (0, rz) E S}. 
m, z inf{m: (m, r) E S} - inf{m: (m, r + 1) E S} > 0 
for r 3 0. Clearly, m, = 0 for r > no and it is easy to check that 
S = I(m, n): m 3 C mpj. 
r>n 
We consider the unitary R mapping Hz(T) @ r$(Z+) onto P(S) defined by 
R(znL @ e,) = z”wn, M =m+ c m,. 
rp 
Direct computation shows that 
R*T,R = T, @I, R*T,R = 
0 
= T(m7}. 
We let T = T{O, O,..., 0 ...} and for general {m,}, we supress {m,} and write 
T E Tim,.}. We shall see that for arbitrary (m,}, 
Cpc T, @ I, T) = a( T, @I, T). 
It is immediate from this result that a, is unitarily equivalent to G&+X,+ , and 
in fact that the unitary equivalence takes T, on P(S) to T, on H*(P). 
To show that aC( T, @ 1, T) = GY( T, @ 1, T), we first check that G?!( T, @I, T) 
contains the full algebra L%? of compact operators on H’(T) @ /,(Z+). A direct 
matrix argument shows that Ql(T, @I, T) is irreducible for arbitrary {m,}. 
Further, it is easy to check that (I - T,T,*) (I- T,T,*) is always a nonzero 
finite-rank operator in as so QZ(T, @I, T) always contains a nonzero compact 
operator. It follows [21] that G?(T, @ I, T) contains Y. 
SY 
By direct computation, we find 
It follows from these identities and our previous discussion that CX( Tz 2.: I, 7’) : 
/r(T; T I. F) for II’ =~ T(m,.J arbitrary. 
Remark. We have seen that US is unitarily equivalent to US, with T, on 
W(S) going to T, on W(X). On the other hand, using the fact that the pair 
(T, , T,,.) on 17:(S) gives rise to I- = Bex-, Q Q,Y (see the proof of Theorem 
6.1) it is not hard to check that the pair (T,: , 7’,,.) on II”(S) is unitarily equivalent 
to (7’: . ?‘,,) on N”(S’) if and only if S S’. 
10. THE C&E II ;y 2 
11-e now use the techniques of the previous sections to analyze further the 
algebras (;(“(k; ,..., PVn) generated by 71 commuting isometries with u -‘.’ 2. 
These C B-algebras were discussed in Section 4 and, as in Section 4, we assume 
that 11 H(I*, ,..., IT,) == (0) while X’ _ P’(Vr ,..., 1,) is infinite dimen- 
sional. In Section 4, we have a satisfactory treatment of Frcdholm theory for 
G’(l; ,..., 1 VT?) under the hypothesis 
Gf(U,, Qj, x: 1 :.:j ; ?I):&% 
Here CTj and Q2i come from Theorem 3. I. 
IS commutative. ‘. 0-Y 
THEOREM 10.1. Suppose (F; ,..., Vm) are such tlraf (V<, Vj) is in ,F (see 
Section 9) and K( Vi , Vj) is finite for all i, j with i =/ j. Let Qj , O-j be determined 
as in Theorem 3.1. Then for i # j, [Qi , Cj] is compact, QiQj is compact, and 
[l .i , Ci] 0. Moreover, for each j, ( Lvj , Wj) is in 3 zuith Wl: as in Secfion 3 
rind Hypothesis (A) holds if and only if K( J’, , W,i) is $nite for each j. 
Proof Since ( lSi , I)) is in 9 for all i +-j it is easy to check that [W’,“, 151 
is compact for each j. It follows from (*) of Theorem 3.1 that QjUj(I - Qj) is 
compact. The remaining conditions that (Vj , ZVJ) be in 9 follow from the 
corresponding conditions on (V, , Vi). Moreover, [Qj , U,] is compact by the 
discussion in Section 5 if and only if K(vj , brfJ) is finite. 
For i += j, using the representation of Theorem 3.1 for the pair (r, , T’,) 
and the fact that K( r, , I;) is finite, we see that 
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is compact. For lYij , Qji associated with the representation of ( ViVi , &,i,jV,) 
as in Theorem 3.1, we have 
and we check from Theorem 3.2 that 
Uij = UiUj = UjUi ) 
Qij = Qi + Ui*QjUi a 
Using the fact that i is unitarily implemented, direct computation now shows 
that [Qi , QJ is compact. 
For i # j, we also have 
i([Vi*, Vi] [Vi*, Vi]) = Fo @ U.Q~Ui*U~QjUj*, 
so by Lemma 5.8 and the fact that K(V~, Vi) is finite, we see that QiUi*UiQi 
is compact. Now using the facts that [Ui , Ui”] = 0 and [Qi , Uj] compact, we 
see that QiQj is also compact. In particular, [Q>i , Qj] is compact for all i, j and 
the proof is complete. 
Remark. It is clear from the proof that we need not have assumed 
H( Vi , Vi) = {0} or YP( Vi , VJ infinite dimensional in the above result. 
COROLLARY 10.2. 1f $r ,..., #+r are discontinuous inner functions on T such 
that [T,*I , T,J is compact for i #j, then for Vj E T6j, 1 <j < n - 1 and 
V, = T, , Hypothesis (A) holds. 
Proof. It is easy to check that (Vi , Vi) is in g for all i # j. In particular, 
the fact that [T$j , T,] is compact follows from Lemma 7.6. Theorem 7.7 
implies that K( Vi , Vj) = 0 for all i # j. Finally, for each j, (Vj , IV,) is in 9 and 
Wj has the form T*, for +j inner. Again applying Theorem 7.7, we have 
K( Vj , Wj) = 0. We can now apply Theorem 10.1. 
Remark. In view of Corollary 10.2, it is of special interest to give necessary 
and sufficient conditions on inner functions, & , q& so that [Tz2 , T,J is compact. 
Useful sufficient conditions are established in Section 7. 
11. THE MATRIX CASE 
While we have determined only the Fredholm theory in certain algebras of the 
form CY(V, ,..., V,) (see Sections 4, 8,, lo), our results carry over to 
qv, ,.-a, V,) @ n/r, where Mm is the full algebra of m x m complex matrices. 
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In particular, when Hypothesis (H) of Section 10 holds, the symbol pair for 
(T,!> ~- C,,) in PZ(V, ,..., V,) @AT,,! is 
((&), ((1 0 4 v/Q, + Gi))), 
where the first term can be identified with (AC), an element of C(Ay) ,$) M,,, . 
and the second term lies in C(Y) @ O%(T,) @ M,,, Thus, necessary and suffi- 
cient conditions for an operator in 0(11 ,..., I -.,<) JI,,, to be Fredholm can 1~ 
given just as in Section 4. 
\\‘hen II 2, we can establish a fairly general “index theorem” in the matrix 
case. Henceforth we suppress the matrix indices i. i and write .I (.-lit), 
c’ : z (Cj,,. etc. 
THEOREM 11.1. Suppose (V, , V,) is in 9 of Section 9. Then for K( 1,; , G) 
finite and 1’ maximal (See SeCtiOn 4) Or K( rl , V,) ~ L -a. z:‘e j;nd for Fredholm 
T, :- C’ in T7( I/, , V,) @ M,,, that A is invert&/e in U( rl , p?) 3 M,,, and, in 
fuct, --l ~-: eElens ... eBr for some finite number r :- r(A) of B,‘s in @pi, F.J @,: 
Al,, . It follows that TA + C = erBlerBz ... eTBr I ( T- C’) wllere the matrix entries 
of C’ are in ‘&( I 7L , V,). For K(V~, VJ ;k t-co, .X’- = X(W(T) 3 ... @ W(T)) 
(m-times) and k’ as in Section 4, there are integers n, , n, so that 
[( 1 @ T+ @ l][e- Tnr . . . e-T~,e-Tn 1’ - I( .A :. (‘)l(.l 
is homotopic in C(Y, k’) to jyl(.)ji+*) zcith 
on H’(T) G ... @ N’(T) (m-times) where fj (j =- 1, 2) is given in Theorem 4.7. 
Then index(T,., t C) == -K(V~ , Il) (ni + n?). For K( Irl , I’,) -7 -:-‘m, rue jnd 
that indes(T, + C) =- 0. 
Proof. If TA - C is Fredholm, then using the above discussion and results 
of Sections 2-6, 8 we see that A^ is invertible and det AA = eBA for some B in 
np, ) f,). In particular, see Theorems 4.4, 8.2, and the proof of Theorem 4.6. 
Note that the formula for $(A, y) ( z carries over to the matrix case. Now using ) 
the fact that S Tz and arguing as in the proof of Theorem 4.7 we see that 
A is in the component of the identity in the invertible elements of 
G?( I’i , f,) 2 Jf,,, , It follows from a standard fact in Banach algebra [30] that .JJ 
has the stated representation (nonuniquely) as a product of exponentials. Now 
for K( I Vi , I*S,) =+ + a, the index result follows directly from Theorems 4.7, 6.1, 
and 7.2. For K(T -I , Vz) = +co, the index result follows using the method of 
Theorem 8.3. 
Renznrks. The specific index results in the matrix case are interesting because 
they depend on the structure of the algebras in a nontrivial way. In other algebras 
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@, for example, all Fredholm operators in 0Z may have index zero while there 
may exist Fredholm operators in a @ M,,, (m large enough) with nonzero index. 
In the specific case C& xz discussed in Section 6, our index result should be 
compared with the main r&ult of [15]. Th e method of Theorem 11.1 suffices 
to establish an index theorem for a( T, , T,) @ Mm even though Y is not maxi- 
mal in this case. The proof uses the matrix version of Theorem 7.2, the analysis 
of the scalar case (Theorem 7.14), and a dimension argument on X. 
12. THE ALGEBRA @(V, V, : t 2 0) 
In this section, we use the representation of Section 3 to study a strongly 
continuous one-parameter semigroup of isometries ,Z = {V,: t > 0} which 
commutes with a fixed isometry V of defect one. We characterize such (2, V) 
and determine the Fredholm theory for a(.& I’). Our results extend to the case 
that V has arbitrary finite defect. In the special case that I’ is purely nonunitary 
with defect one and V, has purely nonunitary cogenerator [35] of defect one, the 
Fredholm theory for oC(Z, V) was determined by special techniques in [I 81. 
We note that a useful example of ,Z = {V,: t 3 01 is given as follows [7]. On 
P(T) consider the Toeplitz operators Tat where pt is a singular inner function 
given by 
for t > 0, / z / < 1, and p a probability measure on the circle which is singular 
with respect to Lebesgue measure. Then V, = Tq, is a strongly continuous 
purely nonunitary semigroup of isometries with cogenerator having defect equal 
to the cardinality of the support of p if p has finite support and defect cc other- 
wise [7]. 
In general, let Z = (I/,: t > O> be a strongly continuous one-parameter 
semigroup of isometries in B(X) and let V be an isometry of defect one such 
that [V, I’,] = 0 for all t > 0. Let W be the cogenerator of Z. Then W is an 
isometry with defect equal to the multiplicity of Z and the unitary space of W 
is exactly the unitary space of each V, for t > 0. The relation [V, V,] = 0 for all 
t > 0 is equivalent to [V, w] = 0. 
We first discuss a simple unitary invariant of the system (2, V). For each 
t 2 0, V,* ker(V*) C ker( V*). Since dim ker( I’*) 1 1, we have for g # 0 in 
ker( V*). 
v,*g = Xtg 
with At continuous, A, == 1, As+t = A,& , 1 A, 1 < 1. Thus, A, = eyt for t 2 0 with 
y = ‘yi + z& , yi , y2 real and yi < 0. Similarly, we observe that 
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where u: i < 1. It is easy to check that 
so that : u: I : 1 if and only if yr ::= 0. \Ve define the y-invariant of (Z:, V), 
r(Z, P), to be the value of y given above. Similarly, w(Z, 1.) is defined as the 
value of w given above. 
The cases / w / = 1 and / w 1 < 1 are fundamentally different. IVhen i u: i =:z 1 
(rr == 0) the situation is simpler and we will characterize it first. 11-e will need 
some notation from Theorem 3.4: in particular the translations T, onL”(R_) are 
basic operators in what follows. 
LEMMA 12.1. Let 2 = (T,: t > O}CB(.@) b e a strongly continuous one- 
parameter semigroup of isometrics and let 0? C B(X) be a C”-subalgebra of B(S), 
each element of which commutes with each V, , t > 0. Then there is a unitary map 
sendin<r fl to [L’(R,) @ M] @? N so that under conjugatiolz by the unitary map 
x>here p and o are *-homomorphisms of lZ, d - dim(M) multiplicity of 2, 
{U,: t 3 O> is a strongly continuous semigroup of unitary operators, and 
[U, , u(-4)] = 0 for all t > 0, A E @. 
Proof. \Ve note that the hypotheses extend to the pair (&a) where d is the 
weak closure of a. Thus, it suffices to prove the lemma when 91 is weakly closed. 
Let Q be the projection onto the unitary space of .E and let E he a projection 
in fl. Let U 7-z E - (I- E) = 2E - I. U is unitary and [c, lrf] - 0 for all 
t >: 0. Thus U and U*V, are commuting factors of the isometry I-, and by the 
discussion in Section 3, Q reduces U and WV,, so, in particular, Q reduces E. 
Thus, Q reduces each iz in C?!. Thus, we have only to prove the lemma when 2‘ 
is purely nonunitary. By Cooper’s theorem [17] Z is unitarily equivalent in this 
case to (M,i,, @I: t > 0) where M,iXt is multiplication by eiXt on the space 
W(R) of functions analytic in the upper half-plane with L’(R) boundary values. 
Under this representation, each A in 6Y acts as a d x d matrix, each entry of 
which commutes with Maixt . Thus, each entry of the matrix for *4 is a multi- 
plication by a function analytic in the upper half-plane. Since this is also true 
for rl”, each entry in the matrix for 9 must be a constant function and so --1 is 
represented as an element of I @B(M). Applving the Fourier transfornr on 
the first space of the tensor product completes the lemma. 
We can now give the desired characterization of the pairs (27, 1’). 
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THEOREM 12.2. If Re y(& V) =. 0, then there is a unitary mapping sending 




where U, is the unilateral shaft on &(Z+), Ulr, U,’ are unitaries, (II,: t 2 O> is a 
strongly continuous one-parameter semigroup of unitary operators, and [U,‘, U,] 5 0 
for all t 3 0. Any triple (U,‘, U,‘, (U,: t > 0)) determines a pair (2Y, V) as above 
up to unitary equivalence and y(z, V) = y. 
Proof. We have T/t *g = epvtg for g in ker( V*) so using the fact that Re y = 0, 
elementary operator-theoretic considerations show that V,g - eYtg. Thus 
V, V’lg = eYt Vng 
and so if F is the reducing space for V on which V is purely nonunitary, F reduces 
I’, and V, IF = eYtI. We clearly may take F == ea(Z+) and V IF = II+ . The 
remainder of the representation follows from Lemma 12.1. The converse is 
obvious. 
We now consider the case Re ~(2, V) < 0, or equivalently, / ~(2, V)l < 1. 
Let /&“(z) = (z - w)/(l - 25.z). 
THEOREM 12.3. Let j w(& V)l < 1. Then there is a unitary mapping sending 
X onto [EI’( T) @ M] @ N so that under conjugation by this unitary map, 
Vt-+“&W)OUt, 
where dim(M) = multiplicity(,Y), (U,: t >, 0} is a strongly continuous one- 
parameter semigroup of unitary operators, 
944 = =A--t(l + 4/F - 41, 
Qm is a rank one projection, U, , U are unitary, [U, U,] = 0 for t 3 0, and G 
is the cogenerator of (77,: t 2 O}. Any triple (U, , {U,: t > 0}, U) with 
[U, , U] = 0, t > 0, determines a system (2, V) as above up to unitary equivalence. 
Proof. Using Cooper’s theorem [17] we represent V, as (To, 6?~ I) @ U, with 
M and N as stated. Now W*g = ag for g in ker( V*) so pu,( W)* g = 0. Thus, 
V divides &s,(W) and [V, pW( W)] = 0. It follows that the unitary space of 
/3JW) reduces V and V is unitary on this space (see Section 3). Clearly, the 
unitary space of rS,( IV) is just N. Moreover, it is easy to see that W -+ (T, @ I) @ 
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G. By the foregoing, it suffices to prove our representation when Z is purely 
nonunitary. In this case, W + T, @ I and /$,,(W) ---f TO, @I. Since 1’ divides 
/3,,.( IV) and [V, /IW( W)] = 0, Theorem 3.1 yields 
where Cm is unitary and Qm is a projection with rank(Q=) == defect( 1~‘) := 1. 
The remaining remarks follow by direct computation. 
To go further with an analysis of @(Z, V), we need a refinement of Theorem 
12.3. For / n / < 1 and pa defined as above, we make use of the unitary mapping 
from M’(T) onto Hz(T) given by 
(R f)(z) a =~: 0 - 1 a I”)“” f(p&)), 1 - a;? 
For 4 in H”(T), it is easy to check that R,TmRn* =: TdOrna . 
LEMMA 12.4. For qt as in Theorem 12.3 and 1 w(JY, V)’ < 1, there is a unitary 
map from H’(T) onto H’(T) @L’(T) so that 
Tm, + T, @ &Qt + I @ &(I - gt), 
T 0,. - TRW (10, 1 0 OQ + I6 qz - Q,, 
where c, , Qt are defined as in Theorem 3.4, & is a rank one projection, and 0 is a 
unitary of the form I + compact. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.4, we see that TO, has the desired form (since p in this 
case has mass only at {I}, T,, is purely nonunitary with multiplicity m = 1). In 
the representation of Theorem 3.4, 
Tral + Tz 0 Z 
so it is easy to check that 
Kow TB, divides T,ql,u, ml ( 
Since TB, has defect one, 
) so by Theorem 3.1 TO, has the des_ired representation. 
it follows from Theorem 3.1 that Q has rank one. The 
pair 
U”,r 7 To;~,,(rn~) 
is unitarily equivalent via R-, to the pair 
(T, , T,-1 Oa>L,.)rq(R ,&))I). 
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Moreover, the pair 
is unitarily equivalent via RQ,) @I to the pair 
Thus, using the fact that 2-1~*,(w~[9)1(~-9-w(x>)l is inner with singular set (11, 
an application of Corollary 7.12 shows that o,,,( 0) = (1) and so 0 has the 
desired form. 
To discuss the Fredholm theory of Q?(L’, V) we will use the method of Sections 
3 and 4. We consider a general C*-algebra ~$9 in B(.%‘) such that Z C a and 
the quotient map 71’ from ~8 onto LJ?/X has a *-homomorphism cross section p. 
The Fredholm theory for Q?(T,) @ 9? can then be determined via Theorem 2.3. 
Now using notation from Section 7, we write L$ for the invertible elements in 
B(#) of the form I + compact. Defining so andJ(z) exactly as in the discus- 
sion preceeding Theorem 7.3, we see that 
PROPOSITION 12.5. For F Fredholm in Gl( T,) @ $9, 
N =F(l @ p) [(l 0 rr’) (F)]-l 
is in f10 . Hence [(n @ 1) (N) (*)I = [J(*)lnz in [T, $1 for some integer m and 
index(F) = -m. 
Proof. Direct copy of the proof of Theorem 7.3. 
We require one final lemma. 
LEMMA 12.6. suppose 6Y C B(Z) and CZ n X = (0). Then G!! @ B(X) n 
X(2? @ iw’) = (0). 
Proof. For convenience of notation, suppose z?’ is separable. Then B(Z) 
can be represented unitarily as B(e,(Z+)) and A? @ .8’ is unitarily equivalent 
to &(Z+ , .%), the space of square-summable sequences of vectors in Z’. Under 
conjugation by this unitary map, elements of GZ @ B(W) go to matrices acting 
on /..(.Z+ , 2) with matrix entries in QL If K is compact in 02 @B(p), its 
entries in the matrix representation must also be compact and, since 
GY n X = (0), it follows that K = 0. 
We can now give the main result of this section. 
THEORBM 12.7. For (2, V) with 1 ~(2, V)j = 1, the index of Fredholm 
operators in @(Z, V) is determined by Theorem 12.2 and the known theory for 
G?(T,) (see Section 2). For (2, V) with 1 w(GY, V)l < 1, the index of Fredholm 
operators in Ql(.Z, V) is determined by Theorem 12.3, Lemma 12.4, and Proposition 
12.5. 
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Proof. We remark that it is known and not hard to check that a( T,: t ,7= 0) n 
X = (0) and 0!( oi , St: t > 0) n X = (0) where T, , 0, , Qt are defined in 
Theorem 12.2 and Lemma 12.4. This result follows in both cases from the 
existence of a faithful, positive, multiplication-operator-valued invariant mean 
on the C*-algebras in question which is defined by averaging over conjugation 
by the appropriate group of translations. 
Now for rj,’ as in Theorem 12.2, we see, using Lemma 12.6, that 
GY(l’,: t ;> 0) @ @(U,‘) contains no nontrivial compact operators. Hence, the 
only Fredholm operators in GY(T,: t > 0) @ W( CT,‘) arc invertible. For 
; ~(2, I-); = 1, we see from Theorem 12.2 that there is an injection 
so the only noninvertible contribution to Fredholm theory comes from the 
factor QZ( CT+), and GZ(U+) 1s unitarily equivalent to Tt(Ti), whose Fredholm 
theory is well known. 
For 1 ~(2, I’)1 < 1, we combine Theorem 12.3 and Lemma 12.4 to get an 
injection. 
Using Lemma 12.6, we see that rY(ut , Qt: t > 0) <x3, IT(l;/‘, , Qa) n 2’ z= (0). 
Letting B = [cpI( ot , Qt: t 3 0) @ a( U, , Q-)] $- 1‘, we see, as in the proof of 
Lemma 5.2, that the quotient map n’ from @ onto B/X has a *-homomorphism 
cross section. Hence, Proposition 12.5 determines the index of Fredholm 
operators in GY(.Z, V). 
Remark. The analysis of this section extends with easy modifications to the 
case of Vwith finite defect. Again, one studies W* jker(r,+ , which is a contraction 
on a finite-dimensional space. The analysis proceeds by splitting IV* /ker(rJ*j 
into an orthogonal direct sum of a unitary operator (analogous to j w : : = 1) and a 
strict contraction (1 w ( < 1). A s a b ove, models can be given for Vt and Jr. 
13. PROBLEMS 
We conclude with some open questions. 
Problem 1. If V is any biinvariant subspace of HY( TS) of finite defect, then is 
CZ(T, lr, , T, IV) unitarily equivalent to LZ(T, , T,) ? 
Theorem 9.3 says the answer is affirmative if V = H”(S). A direct computa- 
tion shows that the answer is affirmative for general biinvariant V of defect 
one. See [I] for a discussion of biinvariant subspaces. 
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Problem 2. For inner functions #1 , I/~ , give a necessary and sufficient condi- 
tion for [T,*, , T&J to be compact (see Section 7). 
ProbEem 3. Is K( VI , v,) a unitary invariant for a( VI , V,) ? In Theorem 9.2, 
we showed that 1 K(Vl , V,)l is a unitary invariant for Gl(V, , V,). 
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